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This book is dedicated to all of my instructors and
mentors throughout the years who have provided
me with unconditional guidance and support.
I also dedicate this book to the LGBTQ Community and
all children of the world. May love and happiness win.
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Introduction

Project Overview

Finding
simplicity
through

Kin: Supporting LGB Adoptions was developed to simplify the child adoption process
for the LGB community. The LGB community is largely under-serviced in this area, with
a great need for support and assistance.
Finding simplicity through the chaotic child adoption process can be a challenge for
anyone. Individuals and couples in the LGB community face increased obstacles that
heterosexual adopters do not, including legal complications, added financial burdens,
and social stigmas.
American politics dictate marriage and adoption for the LGB community. The country
has experienced extreme turbulance with laws being overturned, modified, reinstated
time and time again, creating cofusion for all parties involved in the process. This leads
to timeline, mental, and emotional stress.
When DOMA was overturned, rights for the LGB community progressed, impacted child
adoption. Shortly following was North Carolina’s Public Facilities Privacy and Security
Act, reversing our direction. The 2016 United States Presidential Election results are
again sending us into uncharted territory and rocky terrain. The political and legal
future are unclear.
These social situations push many to question whether family or laws matter more, and
at what cost. The United States has a cycle of potential LGB adopters facing discrimination due to their sexual orientation; children not receiving parents; and agencies
struggling to place them with a smaller adopter pool when only adopting to couples that
include a mother and father.

Social
Stigma

Legal
Barriers

Social
Barriers

Child
Placement

On a cultural level, Americans have strong views of the definition of the word family.
The term nuclear family was coined in 1947, and its definition is that a family includes
one mother, one father, and children. American pop culture has helped to alter this view
of what a family is. We are witnessing a shift where new lifestyles are emerging more
freely, and there is a greater need for acceptance.
I seek to provide people with education, a sense of belonging, and understanding
during this confusing time. It is time to break down barriers, and Kin: Supporting LGB
Adoptions can help.
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Design a Better World
Our Visual Communications Lab fostered my understanding of
how graphic design can cultivate social action, and how we can
make our world a better place using our craft.
While conducting research to identify gaps where design can
help, I found an article about two Russian women who wanted to
adopt a child. They were unable to do so because Russian law
stated that individuals who are lesbian, gay or bisexual cannot
legally adopt children. The injustice appalled me. After reading
this, I did some research to see what the story was
in the United States of America.
I discovered that American LGB people struggle while trying
to adopt children. Discrimination causes delays, processes are
halted, and social stigmas surrounding the idea that children can
develop “normally” in an LGB-parent household still exist.
Design has the ability to make this world a better place. Using
my craft to help others is a responsibility that I take seriously. Kin
can provide simplicity through the adoption process for the LGB
community, one supportive resource at a time.
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OUTCOME

AUDIENCE

TOPIC AREA

OUTCOME

AUDIENCE

LGB child adoption

To help the LGB community
have better informed,
connected, and positive
journeys through the adoption
process.

LGB persons who are
considering, or are currently
embarking on the child
adoption process.

LGB child adoption

To help the LGB community
have better informed,
connected, and positive
journeys through the adoption
process.

LGB persons who are
considering, or are currently
embarking on the child
adoption process.

INSIGHTS AND
INFORMATION

There is an internet information
gap. Currently, most content
is available as a few pages
within a larger website or part
of one that is offering adoption
services.

There is a strong reliance on
social networking among
LGB people seeking to adopt
children.

LGB parents seeking to adopt
find that relationships and
connectivity are a necessity to
gain inspiration, information,
and support.

Online cannot provide access
to subject matter experts,
in-person networking opportunities, financial and insurance
benefits planning, advice and
information.

Potential adopters found
more comfort and information
through connecting with peers
than they did searching the
internet for answers.

There are a lot of variables
in LGB family systems, which
effect each personal adoption
process differently.

STRATEGIES

Provide same-sex couples
with a website dedicated
solely to the LGB adoption
community.

Find ways to connect the LGB
child adoption community.

Provide resources that
reassure and inspire parents to
continue through the adoption
process.

Provide a safe opportunity
for prospective LGB
adoptive parents to meet
with professionals and other
community members.

Create a sense of connection
to the website community by
creating a tangible deliverable
for members.

Provide clear breakdowns of
the steps they need to take
for their personal adoption
process.

DELIVERABLE
DESCRTIPTIONS

Website

Website: Networking

Website: Adoption Journeys
Videos
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This website will include reliable resources specifically for
the LGB adoption community.
It is a refuge where people can
obtain information, ask questions, and discuss experiences
as a way to improve adoption
experiences for themselves
and others. The navigation is
driven by a questionnaire that
shows the correct information
for them, and sorts them into
appropriate groups.

Forums, instant messaging,
and private messaging will be
available on the main website.
Once the user has completed
the questionnaire to enter the
navigation, they will be presented with appropriate social
groups that match their profile.

Using the power of the spoken
word, people will share their
journeys through the adoption
process on the videos section
of the website. Below the video
will be a section for users to
add visual and text information
about themselves.

Meet and Greet Event

Magazine: Digital

Navigational Questionnaire

An event where (potential)
adopters have an opportunity
to meet with vendors,
agencies, community members
and resources who can help
them through their journey.

This magazine will include
updated contact lists for
adoption resources, as well
as stories and articles on LGB
adoption. Website visitors can
subscribe to the the printed
magazine or view it as an
e-publication. Printed copies
will be available at the Meet
and Greet event.

Upon entering the website,
the user will be prompted to
answer a short questionnaire,
which will drive their
navigation through the site by
guiding them into appropriate
social groups and information.

I conducted research by talking to and interviewing people, scouring reliable
internet resources, books, podcasts, and many other outlets. I heard their voices,
listened to their needs, and disected the gaps to come up with my deliverables.

TOPIC AREA

PROCESS

Deliverables Strategy Chart
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Thesis Deliverables

Website with Social Networking

Publication: Print & Digital

A website designed specifically for the LGB community.

• A place to form connections, relationships and gather information on up-todate, reliable resources for positive journeys through the adoption process.
• Social networking aspect is a safe-zone where users can get information,
discuss experiences, and ask questions.
• Upon entering the website, users will be prompted with a short questionnaire to drive their navigation through the site and sort users into
appropriate social networking groups.

Website users share their story and inspire others by upload-

DESIGN DELIVERABLES

PAGES

ing their Adoption Journeys videos. Their video page will also

• Cover

• Home Page

include a section for users to add visual and text information

• Adoption Resources Contact List (1 spread)

• Questionnaire prompt at first visit

about themselves. These videos will be crowdsourced, and

• Adoption Journey Stories (3 Spreads)

• Adoption Journeys Video/

will either be filmed or photograph compilations with dialogue.

• LGB Adoption news articles regarding adoption

Personal story pages (with photo

I will make one prototype video.

albums, biography and personal online

and LGB rights (2 Spreads)
• LGB Adoption legal updates infographic (1 Spread)

blog) (3 pages)
• Forum Page
• Reliable Resources Page
• News page
• Interactive Map with legal/adoption
information by state

Adoption Journeys Videos/Motion Graphics

Meet and Greet Event

Website users share their story and inspire others by uploading their Adoption Jour-

PAGES

This event will act as a networking forum, providing potential

PAGES

neys videos. Their video page will also include a section for users to add visual and text

• 30s–1m adoption story videos

and experienced adopters with an opportunity to meet with

• 4 Name badges: Attendee,Press,

information about themselves. These videos will be crowdsourced, and will either be

(3 videos:1 LGB couple with two adop-

fellow community members, subject-matter experts, vendors,

filmed or photograph compilations with dialogue. I will make one prototype video.

tive parents, 1 LGB couple with one

agencies, and resources who can help them through their

• 2 Signs: 1 Welcome/1 Wayfinding

adoptive parents, 1 Additional)

journey.

• Welcome Kit: 1 Folder/1 Bag/1 Pen/

• Motion graphics element applied
to each video
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Vendors, Staff

1 Notebook/1 Contact Card
• Print version of digital magazine
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Research

Mind Mapping

Same-Sex Couples Face Challenges
When Adopting Children
At my early research stages, I explored my topic through mindmapping. The mind map
was separated into five different categories: political, sociology, economic, cultural,
and personal. Each category led to a plethura of answers, many overlapping into each
other, providing even more answers.

Sociological
Economic

Personal

Cultural
Political

POLITICAL

ECONOMIC

PERSONAL

• Banning/Challenges

• Funding for unadopted children

• Natural rights

• Preservation of the typical nuclear family

• Real estate

• Wanting children/wanting parents

• Medical rights

• Taxes

• Need to provide

• Empowering society

• Census

• Feeling adequate

• +/- religious groups

• Court fees

• Child’s needs

• Gay marriage

SOCIOLOGY

CULTURAL

• Community support systems

• Acceptance

• Child welfare system

• Media

• Understanding

• Equality

• Selecting Parents

• Opportunity

• Nature vs. nurture

• Mainstreaming family types
• Education
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Discussion Groups
A Discussion on LGB Child Adoption
To dive into this topic, I invited a group of connections to a brunch and robust discussion on same-sex family adoption challenges.
Each participant was asked to bring with them a research study conducted on the
topic of same-sex family adoption. I also requested that they bring an article they felt
contained incorrect or swayed information, and/or one they felt contained correct
information. Reviewing both types of articles opened doors to new conversation and
healthy debate on the topic. We opened many doors and definitions of family, social
action, culture, and norms.
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Exercise 1

Write down the first word or thought
that comes to mind when you hear
the word family.

Exercise 2

Write down the first word or thought
that comes to mind when you hear
“same-sex couples face challenges
when adopting.”
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At the day camp where I work,
one of the campers was adopted
and had two moms. You wouldn’t
know unless someone told you.
Her friends accept her. They are
so open and it’s comfortable.
—Alexis Kowalek
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We have seen this before.
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Understanding how a social movement
works helps us better understand how
to push this issue forward in a positive
and meaningful direction.
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Understanding Social Movements
This issue is similar to many civil rights movements that America has seen it its history.
We have seen African Americans, Asians, and women fight to gain rights, and we
have seen interracial marriage become legal. In our current world, we are now seeing
same-sex couples fight to adopt children in a fair environment.

Signing of the Voting Rights Act
LBJ Library photo by Yoichi Okamoto
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Research Group Questions
and Answers
During our research groups, I asked my participants to answer
these questions. The answers they provided were very valuable
and helpful in moving to the next step.

WHAT ARE THE NEEDS OF A CHILD?
• Unconditional love

• Clothing

• Structure

• Support

• Community

• Acceptance

• Stability

• Role model

• Caring attention

• Shelter

• Attention and time

• Positive influence

• Healthy and stable home

• Guidance

• Freedom to

• Nurturing

• Experience

• Food

• Legos

• Values

• Healthcare

• Money

• Creativity

• Education

• Discipline

• Structure to develop

make mistakes

WHY DO PEOPLE ADOPT CHILDREN?
• Can’t have their own kids

• Genetic reasons

• Age

• They want to help

• Why bring another child

• Adopt children of people

into this world when so

they know because bio-

many need a home?

logical parents are unfit

children
• They want fame

Give it a try! How would
you have answered?
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Half a century ago, they said
that kids who are raised by
interracial couples would be
maladjusted—just like they’re
saying kids raised by same-sex
parents would be—and we see
now that they’re just fine. It’s
kind of the same thing.”
—Seth Lemerman
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This matters.
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402,000
children are in
foster care

102,000

are eligible for adoption

23,000

aged-out of
adoption programs
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Compared to heterosexual couples,
same-sex couples are:

six times more likely
to raise a foster child
four times more
likely to raise an
adopted child
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LGB and LGBT Child Adoption
Non-Discrimination Laws

Map data supplied by Family Equality Council. Data based
on 2010 Census and analyzed by The Williams Institute. Data
current as of November 22, 2016.

Percentage of Same-sex couples raising
children in each state

Types of Child Adoption in the US

KEY
20% or more

FOSTER PARENT

INTERNATIONAL CHILD ADOPTION

A foster parent provides a temporary home for children until

Adoption of a newborn or older child from another country.

the child(ren) are adopted, placed into another foster home,

The newborn or child was born in a country other than the US.

16%–19%
Under 15%

or reunited with their families.
SECOND/STEPPARENT ADOPTION
JOINT ADOPTION

Second Parent Adoption permits a second person to become

Two people jointly adopt a child. All states allow married couples

child’s legal parent. This type of adoption does not require that

to petition, while only some permit unmarried partners to do so.

both parents are married.

DOMESTIC INFANT ADOPTION
Adoption of a newborn who has not been entered into the foster

Stepparent Adoption permits a second second person to
become child’s legal parent and requires that both parents
are married at the time of petition and adoption.

care system. The newborn was born in the United States.
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Non-Discrimination Laws

Map data supplied by Family Equality Council.
Data current as of November 22, 2016.

SECOND/STEPPARENT

FOSTER CARE
KEY

KEY
No laws pertaining

No laws pertaining

Law permits LGBT parents to

Supports fostering by LGBT parents

petition for second-parent adoption

by restricting discrimination

statewide. (includes DC)

Supports fostering by LGBT parents
by restricting discrimination based
only on sexual orientation
State permits state-licensed child
welfare agencies to refuse to place
and provide services to children
and families, including LGBT people
and same-sex couples, if doing so
conflicts with their religious beliefs

JOINT ADOPTION

MARRIAGE AND RELATIONSHIP RECOGNITION
KEY

Same-sex couple marriage is legal in
No laws pertaining

all 50 states, plus DC. Some states have
additional laws to supplement this.

Law protects LGB discrimination in
adoption
Law protects LGBT discrimination in
adoption
State permits state-licensed child

KEY
Comprehensive civil union or
domestic partnership law

welfare agencies to refuse to place

Targeted religious exemption law

and provide services to children

(Kansas permits faith-based

and families, including LGBT people

organizations to deny services to

and same-sex couples, if doing so

same-sex couples. North Carolina

conflicts with their religious beliefs

permits state officials to decline to
marry same-sex couples)
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Development

Key Words

ILLUMINATE
Brightened with light; intellectually or spiritually enlightened.
PATH
A track specially constructed for a particular use; a way of
life, conduct, or thought; the continuous series of positions or
configurations that can be assumed in any motion or process of
change by a moving or varying system.
UNTANGLE
To bring out of a tangled state; disentangle; unsnarl; to
straighten out or clear up (anything confused or perplexing).
Definitions from Merriam-Webster Dictionary

PATH

ILLUMINATE

42

UNTANGLE
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PATH

ILLUMINATE

KINSPIRATION

UNTANGLE
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Choosing a Name
What’s in a name?

SAMPLE OF BRAINSTORMED NAMES:

Identifying the right name for Kin was crucial. I explored numerous directions with long

• Smooth Paths

• Adoption Quest

• Connected LGB Adoption

• Sprouting Up

• Path to Family

• Progressive LGB Family Adoption

• Simple Paths

• Family Ties

• Connected LGB Adoption Journeys

• Connecting Paths

• One Love

• LGB Adoption Journeys

• Crossing Paths

• Gift of Love

• Connected Communities:

• Fostering Families

• New Day

• Adopting Connections

• Gift of Tomorrow

• Adoption Connections

• Lovingly Adopt

• Adopting Love

• Forever Love

• Adopting through Borders

• Worth the Wait

• Adopting Acceptance

• Waiting for Love

• Embracing Connections

• Up All Night

• Adoption Journeys

• Choose my heart

• Family Paths: LGB Child Adoption

• Adoption Progress

• Childhood Journeys

• LGB Adoption Journeys

• Progressive Families

• Love of a Child

• LGB Family Adoption

• Family Progress

• Strength

• Kaleidoscope Parents

• Adopt to Family

• Love Knows no Bounds

• Parenthood Pants

• Quest to Adoption

• Bright Paths

• Parent Pants

• Make You Mine

• Springing Up Baby

• Family Foundations

• Families Together

• Crossing Paths

• Parentaide

• Up Jump Spring

• Embracing Connections

• Kind Voices

• Up Jump Love

• Progressive Families

• Kind Bridges

• Springing Up Baby

• Lights on Adoption

• Out and Up Adoption

• Family Travels

• Gift of Tomorrow

• Out for Kin

• Family Goals

• Brighter Paths

• Out for Adoption

• Walk with Me

• Positive LGB Adoption Journeys

• Colorful Parent League

• Lit Paths

• Positive Journeys: LGB Child Adoption

• Outward Adoptions

Kin actually started as CAP. It was decided that the project needed a new face,

• Light my path

• Progressive LGB Adoption Journeys

• Raising with Rainbows

a new color, and a new name to help bring the Kin essence to life.

• Lighting Paths to Family

• Progressive LGB Child Adoption

• Adoption Solace

To do this, I reminded myself of both what this project is, and what the goal is.

• Beacon Towards Family

• LGB Family Establishment

• Outward Adoption Connections

WHAT: LGB Child Adoption

• Lights on Adoption

• New Generations: LGB Family Adoption

• Gay Adoption House

• Quest for Baby

• Uplifted LGB Family Adoption

• Gay Kin(d) Adoption

lists of key words, thumbing through the thesaurus, and experimened with how the
name would interact as a logo.

LGB Child Adoption

LGB Child Adoption

Goal: To help the LGB community have
better informed, connected, and positive
journeys through the adoption process.

Goal: To help the LGB community have
better informed, connected, and positive
journeys through the adoption process.

I left the unusable names here so you can see where my
brainstorming is headed in case you have advice. I don’t
think that what I have is usable yet. I am continuing to
press on! One of my struggles is that I feel like it needs to
have the word adoption in it to be descriptive but that also
feels very limiting. I’m trying to lean towards warm with
words like family and love but am finding myself leaning
towards cheesy or not warm enough.

Pinterest Boards
http://www.pinterest.com/hillaryanne820/thesis-path/
http://www.pinterest.com/hillaryanne820/thesis-untangle/
http://www.pinterest.com/hillaryanne820/thesis-illuminate/
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GR 802: Directed Study

Brainstorming
Smooth Paths
Sprouting Up
Simple Paths
Connecting Paths
Crossing Paths
Fostering Families
Adopting Connections
Adoption Connections
Adopting Love
Adopting through Borders
Adopting Acceptance
Embracing Connections
Adoption Journeys
Adoption Progress
Progressive Families
Family Progress
Adopt to Family
Quest to Adoption
Make You Mine
Families Together
Up Jump Spring
Up Jump Love
Springing Up Baby
Family Travels
Family Goals
Walk with Me
Lit Paths
Light my path
Lighting Paths to Family
Beacon Towards Family
Lights on Adoption

LGB Child Adoption
Pinterest Boards
http://www.pinterest.com/hillaryanne820/thesis-path/
http://www.pinterest.com/hillaryanne820/thesis-untangle/
http://www.pinterest.com/hillaryanne820/thesis-illuminate/

Brainstorming Taglines
Quest for Baby
Adoption Quest
Path to Family
Family Ties
One Love
Gift of Love
New Day
Gift of Tomorrow
Lovingly Adopt
Forever Love
Worth the Wait
Waiting for Love
Up All Night
Choose my heart
Childhood Journeys
Love of a Child
Strength
Love Knows no Bounds
Bright Paths
Springing Up Baby

Connecting the LGB community through child adoption
Progressing through the LGB adoption process
A strengthened LGB child adoption process

Possible Naming Directions
M2:
Positive LGB Adoption Journeys
Positive Journeys: LGB Child Adoption
Progressive LGB Adoption Journeys
Progressive LGB Child Adoption
LGB Family Establishment (weird word?)
New Generations: LGB Family Adoption
Uplifted LGB Family Adoption
Connected LGB Adoption
Progressive LGB Family Adoption
Connected LGB Adoption Journeys
LGB Adoption Journeys
Connected Communities: LGB Child Adoption
Connected Journeys for LGB Adoption
Breakthrough Journeys: LGB Adoption
Positive Connections: LGB Adoption Journeys
Family Paths: LGB Child Adoption
LGB Adoption Journeys
LGB Family Adoption

Connecting Paths
Crossing Paths
Embracing Connections
Progressive Families
Lights on Adoption
Gift of Tomorrow
Brighter Paths

GR 802: Directed Study

http://www.pinterest.com/hillaryanne820/thesis-path/
http://www.pinterest.com/hillaryanne820/thesis-untangle/
http://www.pinterest.com/hillaryanne820/thesis-illuminate/

Helping the LGB community with adoption
Informed, connected, and positive LGB adoption experiences
A positive journey through LGB adoption
LGB Child Adoption Journeys
Journeys toward LGB family
Connected journeys through LGB child adoption
Connecting you through LGB child adoption

Connecting the LGB community through child adoption
Progressing through the LGB adoption process
A strengthened LGB child adoption process

Possible Naming Directions

M1:
Connecting Paths
Crossing Paths
Embracing Connections
Progressive Families
Lights on Adoption
Gift of Tomorrow
Brighter Paths

Hillary Ledford

Pinterest Boards

Brainstorming Taglines

Helping the LGB community with adoption
Informed, connected, and positive LGB adoption experiences
A positive journey through LGB adoption
LGB Child Adoption Journeys
Journeys toward LGB family
Connected journeys through LGB child adoption
Connecting you through LGB child adoption

Possible Directions

Naming/Pinterest Boards

Goal: To help the LGB community have
better informed, connected, and positive
journeys through the adoption process.

Naming/Pinterest Boards

A NAME-CHANGER

WHO: Members of the LGB community who are seeking to adopt children

M1:
Connecting Paths
Crossing Paths
Embracing Connections
Progressive Families
Lights on Adoption
Gift of Tomorrow
Brighter Paths
M2:
Positive LGB Adoption Journeys
Positive Journeys: LGB Child Adoption
Progressive LGB Adoption Journeys
Progressive LGB Child Adoption
LGB Family Establishment (weird word?)
New Generations: LGB Family Adoption
Uplifted LGB Family Adoption
Connected LGB Adoption
Progressive LGB Family Adoption
Connected LGB Adoption Journeys
LGB Adoption Journeys
Connected Communities: LGB Child Adoption
Connected Journeys for LGB Adoption
Breakthrough Journeys: LGB Adoption
Positive Connections: LGB Adoption Journeys
Family Paths: LGB Child Adoption
LGB Adoption Journeys
LGB Family Adoption

Hillary Ledford

GR 802: Directed Study

M3:
Kaleidoscope Parents
Parenthood Pants
Parent Pants
Family Foundations
Parentaide
Kind Voices
Kind Bridges
Out and Up Adoption
Out for Kin
Out for Adoption
Colorful Parent League
Outward Adoptions
Raising with Rainbows
Adoption Solace
Outward Adoption Connections
Gay Adoption House
Gay Kin(d) Adoption
Taglines
Supporting an informed, connected LGB adoption experience
For connected LGB adoption journey
An encouraged, informed and connected LGB
adoption experience

Naming/Pinterest Boards

LGB Child Adoption
• Connected Journeys for
LGB Adoption
• Breakthrough Journeys:
LGB Adoption
• Positive Connections:
LGB Adoption Journeys

GOAL: To help the LGB community have better informed, connected, and
positive journeys through the adoption process

TAGLINES
• Supporting an informed, connected
LGB adoption experience
• For connected LGB adoption journey
• An encouraged, informed and connected LGB adoption experience
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Evolutions and Iterations from
CAP to Kin, Kin, Kin & Kin

Design System

Key Words

Color System

THE FIRST DESIGN PLAN

Illuminate
Path
Untangle

1 • CAP: Connected Adoption Process

28, 5, 19, 0

1, 16, 17, 0

13, 13, 12, 0

43, 42, 18, 0

The initial plan included hats, a muted color system, and an icon

1, 2, 32, 0

system. During this process, I learned the best way to create

The first name for this project was CAP, which stood for Connected Adoption Process.
The concept was fairly developed and carried on through the completion of my Thesis

icons, and that was a very valuable lesson.

Typeface

Social Media Avatar

Icon Style

Trade Gothic

1 course. The idea that hats could be used to hold different meanings, provide a family-

Aa

Aa

Aa

friendly, and sometimes silly, quality.

The logo is imbalanced. The hat sits nicely over the C and the A
but the P is left out. The cap was not made larger because it was

Line weight at 3pt. for most.

overwhelming to have the hat and CAP so large. However, CAP

I completed a logo and began a design system for this concept but after further explo-

needed to be large so that the tagline would be readable.

ration, and as I began completing pieces, it began clear that this idea was not going to
work through the entire project. I went back to the drawing and began the process over
again. As a designer, it is important to have the patience and ability to go back to the

Deliverables Strategy Chart

Deliverables Strategy Chart

beginning. Sometimes, it is necessary to begin again so that the end result is as great
as it could be. Ideas and design cannot be forced, and we must do what is necessary.

Topic Area

Outcome

Audience

Topic Area

Outcome

Audience

LGB child adoption

To help the LGB community have better
informed, connected, and positive journeys
through the adoption process.

LGB persons who are considering,
or are currently embarking on the child
adoption process.

LGB child adoption

To help the LGB community have better
informed, connected, and positive journeys
through the adoption process.

LGB persons who are considering,
or are currently embarking on the child
adoption process.

Insights and
Information

There is an internet information gap.
Currently, most content is available as a
few pages within a larger website or part
of one that is offering adoption services.

There is a strong reliance on social networking
among LGB people seeking to adopt children.

LGB parents seeking to adopt find that
relationships and connectivity are a
necessity to gain inspiration, information,
and support.

Insights and
Information

Online cannot provide access to subject
matter experts, in-person networking
opportunities, financial and insurance
benefits planning, advice and information.

Potential adopters found more comfort and
information through connecting with peers than
they did searching the internet for answers.

There are a lot of variables in LGB family
systems, which effect each personal
adoption process differently.

Strategies

Provide same-sex couples with a
website dedicated solely to the LGB
adoption community.

Find ways to connect the LGB child
adoption community.

Provide resources that reassure and
inspire parents to continue through the
adoption process.

Strategies

Provide a safe opportunity for
prospective LGB adoptive parents to
meet with professionals and other
community members.

Create a sense of connection to the
website community by creating a tangible
deliverable for members.

Provide clear breakdowns of the steps
they need to take for their personal
adoption process.

Deliverable
Descrtiptions

CAP
LGB
Connected
Adoption
Process
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Website

Website: Networking

Website: Adoption Journeys Videos

This website will include reliable
resources specifically for the LGB
adoption community. It is a refuge
where people can obtain information,
ask questions, and discuss experiences as a way to improve adoption
experiences for themselves and
others. The navigation is driven by a
questionnaire that shows the correct
information for them, and sorts them
into appropriate groups.

Forums, instant messaging, and private
messaging will be available on the main
website. Once the user has completed the
questionnaire to enter the navigation, they
will be presented with appropriate social
groups that match their profile.

Using the power of the spoken word,
people will share their journeys through
the adoption process on the videos
section of the website. Below the video
will be a section for users to add visual
and text information about themselves.

Deliverable
Descrtiptions

Materials Matrix

Website/Social Networking

Meet and Greet Event
This event will act as a networking forum, providing
potential and experienced adopters with an opportunity
to meet with fellow community members, subject-matter
experts, vendors, agencies, and resources who can help
them through their journey.

Pages
•
•
•
•

Forums
Instant Messaging
Private Messaging/Inbox
Adoption Journeys Videos

Design Deliverables
•
•
•
•
•

Name Badges
Banners
Signage
Staff t-shirts
Welcome Kit
(folder, bag, pen, notebook, contact cards)

Magazine: Digital

Website: Adoption Journeys Videos

•
•
•
•
•
•

In this section of the website, users share their story
and inspire others. Their video page will also include a
section for users to add visual and text information about
themselves. These videos will be crowdsourced, and will
either be filmed or photograph compilations with dialogue.
I will make one prototype video.

Updated adoption resources contact lists
Adoption journey stories
LGB adoption articles
LGB adoption legal updates
Cover
10 Pages (appx)

Magazine: Digital

Navigational Questionnaire

This magazine will include updated contact
lists for adoption resources, as well as stories
and articles on LGB adoption. Website visitors
can subscribe to the the printed magazine or
view it as an e-publication. Printed copies will
be available at the Meet and Greet event.

Upon entering the website, the user
will be prompted to answer a short
questionnaire, which will drive their
navigation through the site by guiding
them into appropriate social groups
and information.

Timeline

Create a website that is designed specifically for the
LGB community to form connections, relationships and
gather information on up-to-date, reliable resources for
positive journeys through the adoption process. The social
networking aspect of the website is a safe-zone. Users can
get information, discuss experiences, and ask questions.
Upon entering the website, users will be prompted with a
short questionnaire to drive their navigation through the site
and sort users into appropriate social networking groups.

Meet and Greet Event
An event where (potential) adopters
have an opportunity to meet with
vendors, agencies, community
members and resources who can help
them through their journey.

Fall 2015

Spring 2015

Fall 2016

Spring 2016

GR 801 Thesis Eploration
GR 604 Nature of Identity

GR 800 Directed Study (Motion Type)
WNM 120: User Experience 1

GR 801 Thesis Refinement
GR 800 Directed Study

GR 650 Portfolio
GR 676 Final Review

Identity

Finalize branding system

Website

Finalize website pages to be included

Finalize how system will be incorporated on each deliverable

Complete Wireframe

Develop a firm grasp of UX design
Develope CAP site
All pages will be completed

Refine CAP site based on user testing
User Testing
Website Complete

Adoption
Journeys
Videos

Meet and
Greet Event

Digital
Publication

Seek and finalize prototype participants
Finalize:
Photographs or video footage.
How many participants.
Location if using video footage.
If I will hire/recruit video crew, or
will participants will film themselves.

Begin developing video prototype by
Add video to website
applying new learnings from Directed Study.
Create prototype

Testing and
Refinement

Video Complete

Design all collateral for event.
Each piece to be completed by end
of semester.

Refine all
collateral

All printed publication pages
complete by end of semester.

Convert all pages for
Digital PublicationComplete
digital use
Add to
website

Find vendors to
produce products

All collateral to
vendors. Received
by Nov. in case
anything needs
Meet and Greet Complete
to be redone.
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2 • A Change of Scenery: Kin is born
At Kin’s core is the support of simplicity through the chaos of the
adoption process. To present this, I moved to a cleaner design
style and began learning how to design with a minimalist style.
EVOLUTION OF THE HATS

cap

The hats went through their own evolution process. This was part of the process where
I attempted to make the original concept work. To do so, I began exploring how I can

Connected
Adoption Process

better incorporate the hat concept into the rest of the brand. In these explorations, I
worked with different line weights, fills, outlines, and hat styles.

The main element became circles to represent the members of
each family. I struggled to apply this element and often wound
up with awkward designs and floating circles. The next step in
my journey was to discover how these circles could have meaning. Once they had deeper meaning, I would be able to apply
them in a way that made sense for both the topic and design.

LOGO

COLOR PALETTE

PANTONE 254 C

PANTONE 245 C

EVENT MATERIALS

EVENT 2016

SUPPORTING
LGB ADOPTIONS

Agenda
9 Check In/Breakfast/Exhibit Hall
10 Session 1

LONGNAME
DOE
NEW YORK
AFOOT

Exhibitors

Speakers

Social Media

Map

Human Rights Campaign

Leslea Newman
Author

@Gayathomedad: Frank Lowe
@gayparentmag
@GayParentsToBe
@InfertileBlonde: Becky Fawcett
@lesleanewman: Leslea Newman
www.dadsquaredblog.blogspot.com
www.lesbiandad.net
www.roleplayingwithkids.blogspot.com

Level 4

Lifelong Adoptions

11 Exhibit Hall Open

PFLAG

12 Networking Lunch

Diana Adams Law & Meditation

1 Session 2

Law Office of Nicole C. Barnum

2 Session 3

New York Legal Assistance Group

3 Exhibit Hall Open

North Texas GLBT Chamber
Leslea Newman
Family Focus Adoption Services

Carolyn N. Berger, LCSW
Chair, Adoption Advisory Council
Nicole C. Barnum
Lawyer
Frank Lowe
@GayAtHomeDad

River Pavillion
Galleria

M. Terrace
Lounge

Becky Fawcett
HelpUsAdopt.org

Forever Families Through Adoption Inc.
Adoption Alliance

Level 3

Adoption Connection

Exhibition Halls

National Adoption Center

52

3A
3B

Adoption Resources of Wisconsin

3D
3E
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LOGO DEVELOPMENT FOR KIN

“Identities are the beginning of everything. they are how something
is recognized and understood. What could be better than that?”
—Paula Scher
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Kin

Kin
Supporting LGB Adoption Journeys

Kin
Supporting informed
and connected LGB
adoption journeys
Supporting informed
and connected LGB
adoption journeys

Supporting informed and connected
LGB adoption journeys

Supporting informed and connected LGB adoption journeys

Supporting informed and connected
LGB adoption journeys

Supporting LGB Adoption Journeys

Supporting LGB Adoption Journeys

Supporting LGB Adoption

Supporting LGB Adoption

Supporting LGB Adoption Journeys

Supporting LGB Adoption

Supporting LGB Adoption Journeys

Supporting LGB Adoption

Supporting LGB Adoption Journeys

Supporting LGB Adoption

Supporting LGB Adoption Journeys

Supporting LGB Adoption

Supporting informed and connected LGB adoption journeys

Supporting informed
and connected LGB
adoption journeys

Supporting informed
and connected
LGB adoption journeys

Supporting LGB Adoption

Supporting informed and connected
LGB adoption journeys

Supporting LGB Adoptions

Supporting LGB Adoptions

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

Supporting informed
and connected LGB
adoption journeys
Supporting informed and connected

Supporting LGB Adoptions

LGB adoption journeys

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

SUPPORTING LGB
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SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

Supporting LGB Adoptions

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB
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SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

SUPPORTING LGB ADOPTIONS

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB

SUPPORTING LGB
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3 • Merging Colors
In Thesis 2, my project underwent even more changes. I strived
to find meaning for the colors and dots. I ended the semester
with a new visual system, and new goals.

LOGO

SETTING ONE

SETTING TWO
IMAGERY

COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS

Suppor ting
LGB Adoptions

DESIGN ELEMENT MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Dots will always be scaled in multiples of 25% of the size
of the dot in the logo.
Example: Logo dot is 10pt, design dot will be 25% larger
at 12.5pt, or 50% larger at 20pt, etc.

COLORS

LOGO

SECONDARY

THE DOT

The dot is used for informational

DOT MEANING

purposes. Ex/pink dots and blue dots
will be used in the badge to reinforce
information for the user.
PANTONE 254 C

TYPEFACE

PANTONE CG 8 C

PANTONE 7702

96, 91, 0, 0

COLOR
BLOCKING

LOGO
AVENIR LT STD
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

PANTONE 254 C

PANTONE CG 8 C

PANTONE 7702

96, 91, 0, 0

Using these colors, large blocks of color may be added to collateral.
For an example, please see the wayfinding, notebook, and folder.
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PRIMARY TYPEFACE

SECONDARY TYPEFACE

MRS EAVES
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO
PQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

MR EAVES SANS
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
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EVENT MATERIALS

Suppor ting
LGB Adoptions

Speakers

Name
Email
Phone

10:00 am
Nicole C. Barnum, Lawyer
Carolyn N. Berger, LCSW,
Chair, Adoption Advisory Counselor

Stage

1:00 pm
Becky Fawcett, HelpUsAdopt.org

Information

2:00 pm
Frank Lowe, Blogger, @GayAtHomeDad
Leslea Newman, Author

Contact Card System:
These cards come on a perforated sheet and are the size
Suppor ting
LGB Adoptions

Suppor ting
LGB Adoptions

Suppor ting
LGB Adoptions

Suppor ting
LGB Adoptions

Suppor ting
LGB Adoptions

Suppor ting
LGB Adoptions

Suppor ting
LGB Adoptions

Suppor ting
LGB Adoptions

Suppor ting
LGB Adoptions

Suppor ting
LGB Adoptions

Suppor ting
LGB Adoptions

Suppor ting
LGB Adoptions

of a business card. Attendees can fill in their information and
pass them out to people they meet at the event.

Tote Bag

Signage

Suppor ting
LGB Adoptions

Ag

Event 2016
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Suppor ting
LGB Adoptions

Event 2016

Speakers

3A
3B
3D
3E

L
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Human Rights Campaign
Lifelong Adoptions
PFLAG
Diana Adams Law & Meditation
Law Office of Nicole C. Barnum
New York Legal Assistance Group
North Texas GLBT Chamber
Leslea Newman
Family Focus Adoption Services
Forever Families Through Adoption Inc.
Adoption Alliance
Adoption Connection
Adoption Resources of Wisconsin
National Adoption Center

Leslea Newman
Author
Carolyn N. Berger, LCSW
Chair, Adoption Advisory Council
Nicole C. Barnum
Lawyer
Frank Lowe
@GayAtHomeDad
Becky Fawcett
HelpUsAdopt.org
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to be the color of the logo.

oo ee
Af tend
At

other side blue, and this would combine

Ne

make purple. One side would be pink, the

Exhibitors

me
na
ng
Lo oe
D w Yorkt

The color concept was that blue and pink

Badge System:
Multi-page badge. Each page contains information they need
for the event and hangs on a lanyard.
Contents: Name, agenda, sponsor list, speaker list, social media
Folder
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Notebook

information, event space map
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4 • Reinventing the Original Kin
The third iteration of Kin didn’t quite work out but that’s okay!
You never know unless you try, right? Well, I tried. Sometimes
you need to take some steps back to move forward, and that
is exactly what happened.
I moved to a single-color logo, which expresses the simplicity
throughout the chaos in the world of child adoption for the LGB
community, and used a sunny melon color to add brightness
to any troubles that may be endured.
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TYPEFACES

COLORS

Bree

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV WX YZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
12 3 4 5 67 89 0
Proxima Nova

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV W X YZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuv w x yz
1234567890

66

R244/G125/B97

#F47D61

C0/M64/Y62/K0

R118/G82/B133

#765285

C62/M77/Y22/K4

R236/G199/B192

#ECC7C0

C5/M23/Y18/K0

R239/G170/B82

#EFAA52

C5/M36/Y77/K0

R236/G199/B192

#ECC7C0

C5/M23/Y18/K0

R245/G247/B244

#F5F7F4

C3/M1/Y3/K0

R31/G150/B186

#2096BB

C78/M26/Y17/K0

R50/G51/B57

#323339

C73/M66/Y57/K55

R52/G27/B76

#341B4C

C88/M99/Y38/K38
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PHOTOGRAPHIC STYLE

PATTERNS AND ARTWORK

Photographs are warm, family-centered, and candid.
Photo courtesy of The New York Times

Connectors:
The bar colors create the color of the connector, signifying the
different people coming together to create a family.
The K connector is the same concept, in the shape of “K” for
Kin. Both the standard connector and the K connector can be
applied abstractly. The connector dots on the arms of the K
(only) may be changed based on page layout and color usage.
Patterns:
I extracted the 3 dots from the logo, and left 50% extra space
between each set to make a pattern.
Balloons:
Balloons hold wishes, possibilities and dreams.Their structure,
while fragile, is also strong. Combined with the silhouette of a
child holding a house in which the balloons are coming out of is
symbolic of everything a balloon can hold in relation to one’s life.
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Deliverables: Event Materials

Badges

Hanging banners

Mynameis
Long

Mynameis
Longtoo

Mynameis
Longalso

New York
Interested

New York
In Progress

New York
Experienced

10:00am

Exhibit Hall Open

Central New York Pride
www.cnypride.com

11:00am

Adoption Process in
the LGB Community

COLAGE
www.colage.org

Connection Lunch

Diana Adams
Law & Mediation
www.dianaadamslaw.net

12:00pm
1:00pm

Your Rights in Child Adoption

1:45pm

Break

Family Equality Council
www.familyequality.org
Family Focus Adoption

2:00pm

Adoption and Finances

3:00pm

Adoption Stories

Human Rights Campaign
www.hrc.org

4:00pm

Exhibit Hall Open

7:00pm

Kinsocial Cocktail Party

Law Office of
Nicole C. Barnum
www.nicolebarnumlaw.com

www.familyfocusadoption.org

Social Media

Map

Leslea Newman
Author, Heather Has Two Mommies
www.lesleanewman.com

Follow these blogs, websites, and Twitter
accounts for great tips, stories, and connections
during and after KinConnections2016!

National Adoption Center
www.adopt.org

William Boltz, PhD
Deputy Director, The Donaldson Project
www.adoptioninstitute.org

New York Legal
Assistance Group
www.nylag.org

@Gayathomedad (Frank Lowe)
@gayparentmag

Nicole C. Barnum, PC
Lawyer
www.nicolebarnumlaw.com

North Texas
GLBT Chamber
www.glbtchamber.com
PFLAG
www.pflag.org/mission

@GayParentsToBe
@InfertileBlonde (Becky Fawcett)
@lesleanewman (Leslea Newman)

Becky Fawcett
Help Us Adopt (financial assistance)
www.helpusadopt.org

The Donaldson
Adoption Institute
www.adoptioninstitute.org

www.dadsquaredblog.blogspot.com
www.lesbiandad.net
www.roleplayingwithkids.blogspot.com

Adoption Journeys Presenters
Anne-Lies and Rosanne: Adoption
Cory and Keith: Adoption
Katie and Kathy: IVF and Adoption
Frank Lowe: Adoption and Single-Parenting

Law Office of Brian Esser
www.esserlawoffice.com
Help Us Adopt
www.helpusadopt.org

Follow us for live event updates:
@KinConnectionsEvent

3.25X5 Fan-out badge system with grommet and lanyard
information condensed to fit around the attendees neck.
To keep the badge light, all information was fit onto three cards.

Agenda

Card 1 Front: Name/State/Adoption Stage/Attendee
Card 1 Back: Social Media

8:00am

Check In/Breakfast/Exhibit Hall

9:00am

Tell Them It’s Okay:
Educating the public on
same-sex parent families

10:00am

Exhibit Hall Open

11:00am

Adoption Process in
the LGB Community

12:00pm

Connection Lunch

1:00pm

Your Rights in Child Adoption

1:45pm

Break

2:00pm

Adoption and Finances

ce
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Se

Social Media

Follow these blogs, websites, and Twitter
accounts for great tips, stories, and connections
during and after KinConnections2016!

M
ap

w

@Gayathomedad (Frank Lowe)

3:00pm

Adoption Stories

4:00pm

Exhibit Hall Open

7:00pm

Kinsocial Cocktail Party

Supporting
LGB
Adoptions

In

Card 3 Front: Exhibit List
Card 3 Back: Map
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Card 2 Back: Speakers List
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Ex

Card 2 Front: Agenda

Mynameis
Long

Badge doubles as an event information booklet, with all of the

New York
Interested

KinConnections2016

name badges

Supporting
LGB
Adoptions

KinConnections2016

US Citizenship and
Immigration Services
www.uscis.gov

Speakers

Entrance

Tell Them It’s Okay:
Educating the public on
same-sex parent families

Leslea Newman
www.lesleanewman.com

Sessions

9:00am

www.americanadoptions.com

Check In

American Adoptions

KinConnections2016

Sp
eak
ers

Check In/Breakfast/Exhibit Hall

KinConnections2016

Exhibits

Exhibitors

8:00am

KinConnections2016

KinConnections2016
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Agenda

KinConnections2016

STAFF

EXHIBITOR

Breakfast/Connection Lunch

KinConnections2016

PRESS

KinConnections2016

24x72” to hang from ceiling in rotunda

k
ec
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@gayparentmag

@GayParentsToBe

www.lesbiandad.net

www.roleplayingwithkids.blogspot.com
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@lesleanewman (Leslea Newman)

h
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@InfertileBlonde (Becky Fawcett)

Follow us for live event updates:
@KinConnectionsEvent
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Welcome Banner and Map
36x72” standing banner to place
next to registration desk

Map
Welcome!
Connections begin here.

You are here

KinConnections2016

KinConnections2016

Map
Welcome!
Connections begin here.

You are here

KinConnections2016
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KinConnections2016
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Notebook

Bag

Water Bottle

Folder

Contact cards

KinConnections2016
KinConnections2016

Pen

KinConnections2016

KinConnections2016
KinConnections2016
KinConnections2016
KinConnections2016
KinConnections2016
KinConnections2016

An 8x10.5 perforated sheet of cards is given to each attendee so
that they may collect and provide contact information to fellow
carrying purposes, and so that staff can fit them into the folder.

KinConnections2016
KinConnections2016

attendees. They are provided on a perforated sheet for easier

Card size: 3.5x2” (standard business card size)
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MOTION GRAPHIC

PUBLICATION

https://vimeo.com/167205249
ABOUT KIN

• Logo appears without tagline.
Dots are separated on bottom right.

Guiding You
Home with Kin

• Dots “ping pong” into their place on top of logo with light

Navigational tools to find simplicity through the chaos.

sound effects.

by Hillary Ledford
Bringing a child into your family is a beautiful and
rewarding experience. Kin is here to help to help you
simplify your journey and help you navigate through
the adoption process.
Kin supports members of the LGB community in
embarking on informed, connected, and positive
journeys through the adoption process. This is accomplished through several means.

• Tagline fades in

Kin provides you with a website where you can access
reliable information relating to adoption agencies, and
legal, financial, and support services. Guides that are
based on your personal needs will walk you through
the process and explain the different types of adoption
available so that you can decide which path is right for
you and your family goals.

A wonderful asset to this website is the sense of community with Adoption Journeys pages and videos. You
and your Kin Community can tell personal and unique
adoption stories through video and written word, and
share family photos.
Kin’s annual event brings the website and this publication to life. Kinformation 2016 attendees have access to
lasting connections with experts and attendees.
A large portion of this one-day conference in New York
City is comprised of sessions that will cover an array
of topics specific to the LGB adoption experience and
process. Experts will discuss the adoption process,
finances, your rights, and how to handle unique social
situations. Exhibitors include financial assistants,
agencies, and organizations such as the Human Rights
Campaign, PFLAG, and the National Adoption Center.
Kin: Supporting LGB Adoptions is available to all who
are considering the adoption process, are currently
embarking on one, or those who have been through
the process before. Veterans of the process may have
adopted, though some may not have. Kin’s services
and members can help you through your journey, no
matter what phase you are in. You are sure to feel
empowered and inspired to learn and teach others.

“Kin provides you
with navigational
tools that create
simplicity through
all of the chaos.”

• Fades to white with sound of child laughing
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YOUR JOURNEY

YOUR JOURNEY

YOUR JOURNEY

The Big Eight

Your Roadmap

Questions to ask yourself before
finalizing the decision to adopt

The adoption process and you

Adoption

Road Map

1 Public or Private Agency?
Public child welfare agencies are government entities that

1. Self and family exploration

provide a safety net for families. Each county and jurisdiction

5. The Homestudy

Take the time to explore yourself and your family. Make sure that adoption is the
right choice for you and your loved one’s.

2. Decide to adopt

has its own department of social services responsible for car-

important. Can you provide unconditional love to a child?
Are you willing to get interested in activities for which your
child shows aptitude? Can you be your child’s educational

nize that LGBTQ applicants are excellent prospects to parent

advocate with the school system? Can you lovingly establish,

and personal references in order for the social worker to complete their report. Your social

youth in their care. The disadvantages of public agencies are

and enforce, reasonable limits? Are you ready to be com-

worker is also prepared to answer any questions that you may have. All members of the

steps in your life journey. You are doing something wonderful by providing the child with

household are required to attend the homestudy meetings.

and research to ensure that you and your family are ready for adoption.

Choose

pletely out to your child? If you are partnered, will both of

to complete the process. The advantages are the very low

you share these commitments to your new child? If you
answered yes to these, you are probably ready to make

Private agencies are licensed and regulated by the state

will have children in its care, or your social worker will network with placing agencies, or

they reside in and are often non-profits. Many LGBTQ

find you an expectant mother. You can participate in the search, as well.

adults choose to adopt through private adoption agencies,
especially those agencies with demonstrated sensitivity

understand financial obligations so that you can be fully prepared every step of the way.

Decision

the bureaucracies involved and the lengthy period it can take
(or no) cost to adopt and the occasional, short-term financial
stipends to help you support your new child.

6. Enter a program
Your search for a child will begin after the completion of your homestudy. Your agency

Conduct extensive research on the process and available resources. Find agencies and

4. Select an agency
On your
way!

a weekly allowance, or saving for college, although those are

reunited with their first families are often available for adoption.
Many state, county and city public child welfare offices recog-

Congratulations! Adopting a child can be one of the most extraordinary and rewarding

3. Research the process

Homestudy

Research

2 Do you have the necessary investments
child-rearing requires?
These investments are far more than buying clothes, giving

ing for children and youth in foster care and those unable to be

is not an inspection but rather an ongoing conversation to ensure that you are ready to
be a parent and ready for the process. You will be required to provide certain legal documents, such as birth certificates, marriage license if applicable, child abuse clearances,

During this phase, you are interviewed by a social worker in a series of meetings. This

unconditional love and support. Make sure that you spend a lot of time soul searching

Exploration

Guiding You Home with Kin • 3

the necessary investments in the child.

parent. Please remember that adopting a child is primarily for
the child’s benefit, not yours. If she has physical, emotional,
or mental challenges, will she eventually thrive with you as

some control over the type of infant or youth they adopt.

which services you are responsible to find on your own.

some counseling before and after you adopt. Do you welcome

5 Do you have the social and community
resources around you that will help you and
them along the way?
Will your friends and family embrace the new family unit?

that support or do you view it as intrusive and unwelcome?

Does your community (i.e., LGBTQ resources, spiritual
valuable to you and your child? Is there an active LGBTQ

7 Are you ready to be 100% honest and transparent with the agency worker?
The worker will evaluate you, your home, financial records,
employers, family, medical and psychiatric history, criminal
background and so forth to see if you are likely to become
a good parent. It’s important to understand that the agency
worker is not looking for perfect parents. She or he is looking
for your honesty and a reasonably good match with a child
in need of a loving home.

parent support group in the area?

8 Have you had a major life event in the past
12 months?
For instance, have you separated from or lost a partner,

her parent? If he has a high need for attention, are you

moved across the country, experienced the death of someone close, lost your job, married your new love, suffered a

adamant that you must adopt a girl, not a boy or vice versa?

LGB community, so making sure that the agency is LGB friendly is crucial. In terms of legal
aspects, you will want to find out which legal services are offered by the agency, and

All agencies, public and private, will require you to complete

have a hard time bonding with, and trusting new adults. Are
you ready for your new older child to have a very healthy
dose of skepticism about you and your commitment to them?

prepared to let him have the spotlight? Would you consider
adopting a child who comes with a sister or brother? Are you

research will have lead you to knowing what questions to ask the agencies to make sure
that they are the correct one for you. You are in a unique position as a member of the

6 Are you prepared to complete pre- and
post-adoption placement counseling?

Some children, especially those older than age 5 or so,

center, schools) offer events and groups that could be

3 What child is right for me/us?
Think carefully about the type of child you feel most able to

to LGBTQ applicants. While these adoptions can be costly,
applicants are often treated very well and can exercise

It is required that you work with an agency that is licensed in the state you live in. Your

4 Do you have the patience to wait for
your child to show you love?

Are you prepared to wait for them to return your love?

significant illness or accepted major new job duties? If so
please let your significant life events settle in for a while, then

Are you prepared to parent a straight teenager? Or are you

re-evaluate whether or not you still want to adopt. Avoid

pretty open to the kinds of children needing a safe, loving

adopting as a remedy for or as an add-on to another major

and permanent home? The more flexible you are, the greater

life event. The adoption process is a major life event in its

the chances of success for both you and your child!

own right. It is unwise to couple it with another life event.

Come with us on your journey!
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OUR WORLD

by Hillary Ledford
sin plandis itaque pa que autemposam dignimil maios cone
ea vendunt otatus id et magnihil ipicatis sinvercieni corit, to

rehenias aut exere sum, se samusdaerum ute cum et omnis
doluptaque sum eveliquam, quiassitam cusda verore sequuntet hariste mpossincto officimin parum, sundis soluptatem alit
aspient fugiati temqui od ea porum volorporum que voluptat
quissit unt voluptasit accus eatur molore non pa volor alicat
et, si blate nonsequia que porem. Oreperibus anihit lit de rae
veleniendit et exero blamus, necturepero magnissequam
fugiatio test,Necatem aut essinih itiberum audae comnist, ut

modicit quibus.
Itate saectotae erunt ea conseque non con ratur, ut re et odicipsam re, omnihil modios pa voluptas que landi blaut assint hit
lit vel inim vollesedion poruptur, sae suntio que nos aut quam
ut autem rendites explibe arcium ipiet eatumqu aerferumqui
rehentius, et idit arciis modis acepernatur sum nos et aut
audandipsae volorum commollabo. Udaeptat quia sus magni
core vernatum accatem restium earum ut parum fugitatque
nate lantiat.

plications and we ended up missing the birth, but we were

nothing but positive reviews by the BBB. I was again very

and why, we felt that the decision was best also for the baby

nervous about making the large step of my life by submitting

and the mom. We drove straight through the evening and

the application for information. I was contacted by Tisa Lamb

night from Dallas, Texas to Chattanooga, TN to be there for

the next day offering her assistance and guidance, she made

Emma and the mom. Seeing Emma for the first time was the
best feeling ever! Adoption was truly changed both of our

had successful helped other gay couples adopt. I processed

day to day lives, but wow would l not have it any other way.

the final document she needed from me that night and from

She brings so much joy and laughter to our home each day!

diti dolupta et fuga. Con etur re pro cum quaecto inciame

be able to seek custody or visitation rights — only if he or she

there on the process was seamless. Tisa took care of every-

rights to gay parents, the New York court refused to overturn

was the biological parent or had adopted the child.

the Alison D. decision, most recently in 2010. Since then,

thing for me and spent countless hours on the phone with me

the rights of same-sex couples have been expanded consid-

ensuring that all my questions were taken care of.

Nemperu mquibus, alita cus exernatum sed eum que millaut

Under the 1991 decision, gays and lesbians, who were for-

erably: In 2011, the New York Legislature legalized same-sex

maximpo rporehenihil et essi ut la alibus.

bidden by law to marry in New York until 2011 and forbidden

marriage, and in 2015, the United States Supreme Court

necuptati in ressit oditemquid maximusant alit qui rae molor
sim que nonsent ea plianient laces dolo eum fuga. Nis quiae.

to adopt until 1995, could spend years helping their partners

cullab iumque mi, ipidebis sequi blautes est odi nobit eossitio-

Ibusa dent. Mus, culparum es sequi vollaut pratur molore

nem fugia ni repellorpos sam laborem porrum es us perrum

qui sus seque nist dis eumque volum et volupta int explaut

lam ipis electuresed esequatem rere cupta parum ipicius

quatiost, cum sunt.

rear a child and yet have no legal rights.
That’s what happened to Brooke S.B., a petitioner in the

I was matched with my birth mom within less than a week
of signing up with Lifelong, wow was I shocked and several

followed suit, pointing to the stigma faced by children being

others were also. All you hear is how long it takes to adopt,

raised by same-sex couples who are subject to discrimination.

and none of the great stories of success. I spoke with the birth

Lifelong continued to maintain contact with us even after we
were placed with a birth mom to still ensure we felt good with
the decision, at no point did I feel I was being pressured but
more and more ok with the adoption process. We both have
every intention of making the journey once again and adopt
another baby in 18 months for Emma to have either a brother
or sister to grow up with.

mom the following week guided by Tisa to ensure if there

In affirming that legal rights associated with parenthood do

essendentios experum sum, consequi conse officime porro

current case, whose partner, Elizabeth A. C.C., had borne

not hinge simply on biology or marital status, the Court of

was a question about anything that she was there to make

con prae conem ea earitem adi id eos eatem quam, tor

a boy whom they raised together, who was given Brooke’s

Appeals decision stands as an important marker in the con-

sure the question was answered. Tisa was very professional

last name and called her “Mama B.” When the couple’s

tinuing struggle for equal rights.
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LGB-Friendly Agencies
See more at www.kinconnections.com

Family Focus Adoption Services
Little Neck, NY
P: 718.224.1919 • 1.866.855.1919
F: 718.225.8360
www.familyfocusadoption.org
Services provided: Home studies, adoption from
foster care, infant domestic adoption, welfare
training
Forever Families Through Adoption Inc.
Rye Brook, New York
P: 914.939.1180 • F: 914.939.1181
email: adopt@foreverfamiliesthroughadoption.org
www.foreverfamiliesthroughadoption.org
Services provided: Domestic adoption,
International adoption, resources, and home
study services.

We received a text message from the birthfather in the middle
tal. He was certain she was having contractions but would let
us know after it was confirmed at the hospital. Minutes ticked
message came through that she was admitted and we left as
quickly as possible.

It was our dream to one day have a child. The anticipation of

The birthmother delivered quickly. Our daughter was born

that dream becoming reality was by far the most exciting part.

30 minutes after the birthmother was admitted, so we didn’t

Adoption Alliance
Denver, CO
www.adoptall.org
Services offered: Waiting Child adoptions,
International adoptions, and therapeutic foster
care. Domestically, they also offer Kinship,
Designated, Second Parent and Custodial
Adoption programs

make in time for the delivery. We spent the drive discussing
what she would look like, how the birthmother would be feeling, what the next 72 hours would be like, etc. We were grateful that the birthmother was supportive of us bonding with

Our family was very excited for us. However, there were

the baby as soon as possible and invited us into her room

moments of caution from our close family and friends. The

once we arrived. When we finally saw our little girl, we just

process of adoption, whether it works out or not, is an emo-

melted. She was the most beautiful baby we had ever seen.

tional one. Those around us were very supportive and the

Even though we knew the next 72 hours would determine if

Adoption Connection
San Francisco, CA
www.adoptionconnection.org
Services offered: Stepparent adoption program,
domestic adoption program, international
adoption program

the adoption of this baby girl would be successful, we felt an
immediate bond. Our hearts were already feeling full and we
had nothing but joy and excitement to be in this moment.

possible, so we chose to be open to all birthmothers with

She was perfect. We both took turns holding her and immedi-

open or closed preferences.

ately began bonding as a family.

Exciting because it was a new opportunity for us to connect.

Adoptions From The Heart
Wynnewood, PA
www.afth.org
Services offered: Domestic adoption,
International adoption home study, private
adoption assistance

Nerve-racking because we didn’t want anything to go wrong.
Scary because we had been down this road before and the
previous time was a dead end. To help with the nervousness,

76

made us feel even more special!

contacted by the birth mom’s family of the change in plans

Even as other, more conservative states expanded parental

of the day saying he was taking the birthmother to the hospi-

away like hours and we couldn’t focus on work. Then the
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part of the delivery as we wanted to, which put us at ease and

the only one that seemed affordable and was backed with

me feel so much more at ease over the process and how they

overturned what it called a “needlessly narrow” ruling, which

part they were comfortable with us being a part of during the

until I ran across Lifelong Adoption Agency. Lifelong was

The decision is unquestionably right, and long overdue.

our hearts.

However, we had one concern. We didn’t know how likely it

best advice they gave was to be cautiously optimistic.

parental rights by proving that both partners had agreed to
conceive and raise a child together, as Brooke and Elizabeth
did. The court left open the possibility that a partner could seek

some personal time alone with the family and discuss what

Unfortunately, Emma Kate was delivered early due to com-

held that a person in an unmarried relationship could be

we went into it as open as possible but somewhat guarded

was for same sex couples to have a successful adoption, so

wanted to increase our chances of placement as much as

Under the new rule, a partner in an unmarried couple may seek

solely between Jeremy and I, with the birth mom. We made

delivery of the baby. The mom wanted us to be as much as a

RESOURCES

we were thrilled to find LifeLong Adoptions.

We knew there were pros and cons with either route and

success stories of gay couples that had successfully adopted

considered a parent to a child in that relationship — and thus

Election, 2016 • 11

and said, let’s do it! Immediately, it felt like the right path for us.

thing happening during the birthing process. Nothing else

came up when I googled them but none had pictures of or

iuscimus esequaerorro bero exerovi taecum ut volorum

ADOPTION JOURNEYS

mattered, gender, race, etc. We just wanted a healthy baby.

would work with a gay couple relationship. Several agency’s

had traumatized children and “inflicted disproportionate hard-

during the phone call and made it truly feel that it was
arrangements to meet the family in January 2012 in Nashville,
TN. Jeremy and I took the family out to eat and just have

quo magnatem dolendi tatium solupta tempore plitati buscil

Jenn and Stacey’s
Adoption Journey

We were most nervous about the health of the baby or some-

what constitutes a family, the court said, the earlier decision

parental rights even if he or she was not involved in the deci-

velessi ntorita seque nonseque corehendit, commolore

it seemed that we did nothing but talk about it and not act

ship on the growing number of nontraditional families.”

sion to conceive, but it did not decide that question on Tuesday.

De eiurionsent quaspersped eost offici nat.

ing several times as we were eager to have a family. But
on it. We always felt that it was just something that was not
affordable or achievable for a homosexual couple. October of
2011, I finally got on the internet and researched agency’s that

In an opinion that recognizes the rapidly expanding rights

que dolutaqui repe ea net accusaecest, volumqu osandae

Adoption was a big part of our life; we had discussed adopt-

best interests of the child. By relying on an outdated notion of

of same-sex couples in particular, the Court of Appeals

Obis doluptassus aut quunt dolorerunt dolupta qui doluptatio

ried. We really wanted one, maybe two, children. After a year

from having contact with the boy. The courts ruled against
meant she had no legal standing as a parent.

volut es est quam simetur epeditatenia vento enis si dero to

tendio beaquassequi aut inctur sequos voluptaes sunto dio

by Jeremy and Nole Bernstein

relationship ended in 2010, Elizabeth sought to block Brooke
Brooke, because the 1991 decision, Alison D. v. Virginia M.,

In overturning the Alison D. decision, the court noted that the

aut quat et volupta tibust, odis se consequam aut ipsum qui
occae volest volore ni as ra denis ut eos sandus dolluptio to
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Jeremy and Nole’s
Adoption Journey

guiding principle of New York’s family law is to protect the

liquidit, custo con pero quis maximus.

itatiuntem acid eum, simusdae volorep ediore dellant, odic

My wife and I discussed having children before we were mar-

It took 25 years, but on Tuesday
New York State’s highest court finally
admitted the damage it did in 1991
with a ruling that denied parental
rights to many people in nontraditional families — including unmarried
opposite-sex couples, stepparents,
and gays and lesbians — who are
raising children.

Quibusdae re, vel esed mini asped ut faceptasimus eum

minctotatia sunt.

of trying to get pregnant, we were discussing our options and

August 31, 2016

omnis explaut occaere roribus, ommollabo. Iquis dolorio et

Comnim quodiste prehenduci solo di si bea doloreh enimagn
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Adapted from the NY Times. By The Editorial Board

iur, torae nihilis autet quiscia senimet eos accus que acescidel
inimpel itectem dolorum explaccum faciis dolorpor accum
quo qui dessimossit expelis cilitis mo id utatem dita parum
derion parum eosanda nullaut erum di nihit aut autempo
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ADOPTION JOURNEYS

An Overdue Victory for Gay
Parents and Their Children

How this year’s election may effect you

adoption came up. As soon as it came up, we looked at each

The Adoption Process • 7

OUR WORLD

Election, 2016

by Jenn Duncan and Stacey Book
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Adoption Resources of Wisconsin
Milwaukee, WI
www.wiadopt.org
Services offered: foster care adoption
Adoptions Together
Silver Spring, MD
Services offered: Domestic adoption,
International adoption, foster care adoption
www.adoptionstogether.org
Family Builders
Oakland, CA & San Francisco, CA
www.cakidsconnection.org
Services offered: Foster care and adoption in
California
Independent Adoption Center
San Francisco Bay Area, CA • Los Angeles, CA •
Atlanta, GA • Indianapolis, IN • Raleigh, NC • Houston,
TX
P: 1.800.877.OPEN
www.adoptionhelp.org
Services offered: Largest and one of the oldest
fully open adoption agencies in the country and
it has been instrumental in pioneering open
adoption.
Los Angeles County Department
of Children & Family Services
Pasadena, CA
www.dcfs.lacounty.gov/adoptions
Services offered: Adoptions from Foster Care

National Adoption Center
Philadelphia, PA
www.adopt.org
Services offered: The National Adoption Center
expands adoption opportunities for children living
in foster care throughout the United States, and is
a resource to families and to agencies who seek
the permanency of caring homes for children.
Penny Lane Centers
North Hills, CA
www.pennylane.org
Services offered: Independent adoption,
adoption through foster care

Southern California Foster Family
and Adoption Agency
Los Angeles, CA
www.scffaa.org
Services offered: adoption through foster care,
Adoption Home Study Services, Adoption
Workshops, Post Placement Services and Post
Adoption Services to prospective adoptive
parents going through Independent Adoption
process with attorney.

Recommended by Kin community members
Kinship Center
Salinas, California (additional locations
throughout CA)
www.kinshipcenter.org
Services offered: adoption, foster care, and
adoption education
Open Adoption & Family Services
Portland and Eugene, OR • Seattle, WA
www.openadopt.org
Services offered: Open adoption for gay and
lesbian families
Adoption Advocates
Austin, TX
www.adoptionadvocates.net
Services offered: Open adoption. Adoption
Advocates is a small, nonprofit, charitable
adoption agency licensed by the State of Texas
since 1991.

Heartsent Adoptions, Inc.
Orinda, CA • Pasadena, CA
P: 626.793.8333 • F: 626.793.2738
laadoptions@heartsent.org
www.heartsent.org
Services offered: Domestic adoptions to
California same-sex couples
Adoption Advocates International
709 South Peabody
Port Angeles, WA 98362
P: 360.452.4777
F: 360.452.1107
www.adoptionadvocates.org
Services offered: International and domestic
adoption
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Kathy’s story”.

WEBSITE

Homepage

Adoption Journeys

The double-navigation is difficult to understand. I will refine the menu setup.

Website Development • xx

Website Development • xx

Website Development • xx

About Kin

Adoption Resources

Website Development • xx

This can be set up this way, or I could put all of the text static on the
page in four columns.

Website Development • xx
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Adoption Process Steps

Create an Account

Log In

Because of the sensitivity of this topic, I think it is important to include a
captcha in the window to prevent any “trolling” and hacking.

New submenu design. Not sure that it’s quite working. I will continue to explore.

Website Development • xx

Kinconnections 2016 Event Information

Adoption Journeys Videos

Headers need to be re-designed.
The new “activities” page will include coloring pages and family/
childrens activities for those who have already adopted.

Website Development • xx
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Website User-Testing
My user-testing was very fruitful, eye-opening, and confirmative. The premise of the project excted them and they were very
enthusiastic about participating.

I used QuickTime audio recording to record the user sessions so that I could listen to them after we were finished.
Overall, the site was very well received. The navigation
needs improvement. There are some places where there
is too much navigation on a page and I noticed them hesitating to follow my requests.
There were some notable highlights of the testing. The
users were excited over the roadmap and how it leads
to “Family Fun” at the end. I heard the word “trust” a lot.
The users stated that they are trusting me to provide

them with everything they need to get through the process so that they don’t need to go anywhere else. I was
enlightened of how un-user friendly and how difficult it
was to understand the Kin Journeys website. I need to
better create two different paths for the new user and the
existing user. The users also had difficulty locating the
Kinformation event pages.
The website evoked a feeling of family. Other main reactions to the site are feeling intrigued, inquisitive, excited,
and wanting to know more about how to navigate through
their journeys.

Jacques Dominic Finn | Astoria, NY
Director at Lotte New York Palace
In a relationship | Homosexual
Interested in adoption

82

Jay Roth | Astoria, NY
LPN at Callen-Lorde Community
Health Center
In a relationship | Homosexual
Interested in adoption

AJ Tkaczuk | New York, NY
Director of Technology, Company
Married | Homosexual
Interested in adoption
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QUESTIONS:
1.

Can you tell me what page of the
website we are on right now?

2. What do you want to do first?
3. What are those dots on the page?
4. Were the tip windows satisfactory?
Would you have preferred to see them
on the screen when it opened?
5. Where do you want to go first? Why?
Go there. (did they have trouble?.
6. Where do you want to go
second? Why? Go there.
(did they have trouble?.
7. Go somewhere that would tell you
more about what Kin is.
8. Take me back to the home page. (how
did they try to get there, and did they
have trouble?.
9. Please take me to the
adoption journeys
10. What would you like to do?
11. Does the form make sense to you?

RESULTS
12. Go to your Kin Journeys page.
Can you find the menu options
within this section?
13. Is there anything you wish was here?
14. Please go to the adoption guides.
15. What guides are you most
interested in?
16. Do you find the current options
useful? Are any of them not useful?
17. How would you go to the other guides
within this submenu?
18. Can you please go to the page
where you would find services to
help you out?
19. Would you click on “by state”
or “online” first?
20. Go to “services by state. Can you
please go to New York services?
21. Is there any category of service
options that you think is missing?
22. Can you please find me the annual
event? Can you please click on
“Kinformation”?

23. What do you want to see first?
24. How does this setup make you feel,
with all of the event information on
a single page? Is there an easy way
to jump to the different event topics
on this page?
25. Please hover over the “extras” menu
item. Is there anything on this
submenu list that you think is missing?
26. How did the website make you
feel overall?
27. Did you feel a sense of family?
28. Would you find the site helpful
if you were going to use it for
information to adopt a child?
29. Is anything missing from the website?
30. Is anything there that you don’t
think is necessary?
31. Which home page do you prefer?

WHAT THE USERS WANTED TO DO FIRST:
Users want to “begin my journey”.
TOP PAGES USERS WANTED TO VISIT:
Kin Journeys • Services • Guides • Adoption Process Steps
KIN JOURNEYS:
• This page was not easy to locate from within the site.
• Confusion between “My Page” and “Journeys” terminology (Fig 1.1)
• Kin Journey isn’t missing any options: Our story, video, photo album
• Having two different menu options next to each other is
confusing (Fig 1.2)
• Would like to see a profile picture
USER GUIDES:
• Users did not know what a Homestudy is.
• Having sub-menu options available in header is handy. Another option is a sidebar
navigation. (Fig 1.3)
• One user thought he could click on “Second Parent Adoption” to learn even more
about the topic while visiting the “Types of Adoption” page. The site does not
currently have this capability.
• While “legal services” is an option under “services,” user suggested including a “your
rights: cheat sheet under the “guides”.
RESOURCES/SERVICES:
• All primarily interested in “state” services information, and less interested in online
services.
• Agencies was most interesting to the users
• Perhaps a page for each service is not necessary. Might be better to have all services
in columns on a single page.
• No service options were missing
KINFORMATION 2016 EVENT:
• Navigation menu needs to include the word “event” next to Kinformation, as it was
misunderstood that “Kinformation” is
more information about the organization, and an extension of the “About” page.
• All wanted to see the event agenda page before the other’s.
• All users prefer that the event information is on a single page as-is, and not on
separate pages.
• All users appreciate having the ability to jump around the page using the sub-menu
options (Fig 1.4))
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NAVIGATION MENU:
• Publication and Kinformation Event options should be moved under “about,” which
was their original location.
• Easy to understand where they are in the site due to the dot and change of text color
and weight.
• Looking for a “contact us” option.
Fig. 1.1

Fig. 1.2

HOW THE SITE MADE THEM FEEL:
• Inquisitive
• Excited
• Wanting to know more about their adoption options

Fig. 1.3

• More family images would provide a greater sense of “family”.
• LGBT colors should be somewhere on the site
• Users like the current color palette

Fig. 1.4

THINGS THAT ARE MISSING:
• Live chat or question submission
• A more clear differentiation in path for new users and users who already have Kin
accounts.
HOMEPAGE:
• The homepage with the photograph was the winner.
• Users don’t want to lose the roadmap because it is a helpful tool.
It should be incorporated into the site.
• Adding Kin Journeys visible on the homepage would evoke a sense of community
from the beginning.
DOCUMENT DOWNLOAD OPTIONS:
• User would want to download all of their adoption forms on the Kin site instead of
their agency site so that everything is in one place.
• Would like a downloadable list of important phone numbers.
• Checklist option is extremely useful.
FAMILY FUN:
User were very excited about a family fun and activities page.
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Application

Visual System
This new visual system re-invents Kin. The colors have
become more vibrant shades, and the idea of using silhouettes was changed from a single child being on their
own to many people coming together as a family. The
silhouettes have a more positive air about them, as well.
The addition of the circle layers provide an opportunity
to have a design element that can be constructed and
reconstructed, per the review board’s suggestion during
my previous Final Review presentation. The layered
circles visually represent the many layers of family, the
adoption process, and who people as individuals by
using multiple sizes, colors, and weights.
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Logo

We are all different but we are all here—together.
The Kin logo is bold and clean. The clean style represents the adoption process when assisted by Kin—simplified. The three dots represent a family. Due
to the dots representing people, I was careful to select a gender-neutral and
racially-neutral color so that everyone could feel included. This is especially
important in today’s political climate.
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Typefaces

DISPLAY TYPE ONLY/KARMINA SANS

USED SPARINGLY TO ADD SOME ZEST/QUESTA SLAB

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

EVERYTHING ELSE/PROXIMA NOVA

Other families: typefaces

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

These typefaces have been selected for their simple, yet playful strokes. They have also
been selected because they all utilize a round dot above the lowercase “i” and “j”, rather
than a square. A goal is to maintain the circle theme from every aspect of the visual system. Each typeface also has many weights, allowing for versatility.
Karmina is to be used only for headlines, as it does not do well at text sizes. Proxima
Nova can be used for subheadings and body copy. Questa should be used sparingly
when additional versatility is needed (ex/magazine titles and quotes).

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
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Colors

1655 C
0/84/100/0
240/81/35
#F05022

2602 C
56/99/0/0
135/43/144
#872A90

2627 C
83/100/32/25
62/25/81
#3D1951

7548 C
0/23/100/0
255/198/10
#FFC609

7703 C
81/21/17/0
0/154/90
#009AB

73/66/57/55
50/51/57
#313338
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Layers of Support

We are all different but we are all here—together.
In a quest for equality, happiness, acceptance, and support, different
colored and patterned circles are layered around each other. These

“Diversity is about all of us,
and about us having to figure
out how to walk through this
world together.”

layers of support can be deconstructed and used throughout the system on their own, or combined back together.

—Jacqueline Woodson

⊳ Deconstructed. Can be applied simply.
Perhaps half shown on one thing, and the
other half shown on another corresponding piece to connect the two.
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Meet the families
The silhouettes represent all different types of family systems.
They are to be used vibrantly to represent the true meaning of
Kin. Circles may or may not be overlain. Circles placed over the
silhouette should be used to draw attention to them and may
not be used for embellishment purposes. Silhouettes can be
applied in any of the brand colors.

NOTE: There are some refinemens that need to be made to the
silhouettes to make them smoother and more uniformed.
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Photographic Style
Photographic style is warm and thoughtful.
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Deliverables: Event Materials
NOTEBOOK

CONTACT CARD

FOLDER

Front

Back
Saddle stitched/thread
www.kinnected.com

TOTE BAG

BADGES

PEN

Mynameis Long

Attendee ● Considering ● New York

Attendee ● In Process ● New York

Exhibitor

1:00pm

Staff

Press

Mynameis Long

Mynameis Long

Attendee ● Adoptor ● New York

Attendee ● In Process ● New York

Your Rights in Child Adoption
Nicole Barnum, PC
Since 1994, Nicole Barnum has represented the LGBTQ community
in adoptions and document preparation. She will discuss how to
navigate adoption legal processes, discrimination, your rights, and
how to take legal action.

1:45pm

Break

2:00pm

Adoption and Finances
Becky Fawcett, founder of Helpusadopt.org

Exhibitor

Helpusadopt.org providesfinancial assistance to families who
are adopting. She will discuss costs, how to overcome them, and
options that are available to you.

8:00am

Check In/Breakfast/Exhibit Hall

8:00am

Check In/Breakfast/Exhibit Hall

8:00am

Check In/Breakfast/Exhibit Hall

9:00am

Tell Them It’s Okay: Educating the Public
on Same-sex Parent Families
Leslea Newman, Author: Heather Has Two Mommies

9:00am

Tell Them It’s Okay: Educating the Public
on Same-sex Parent Families
Leslea Newman, Author: Heather Has Two Mommies

9:00am

Tell Them It’s Okay: Educating the Public
on Same-sex Parent Families
Leslea Newman, Author: Heather Has Two Mommies

Leslea Newman is the author of the children’s book Heather Has
Two Mommies. It’s important for children to feel included. Creating
an environment where having same-sex parents is normal is no
easy task. Leslea will talk about her inspiration to write the book,
and how we can make LGB families normal in our culture. She will
also discuss ways to handle tough questions, bullying and helping
your child feel included once you become a parent.

Leslea Newman is the author of the children’s book Heather Has
Two Mommies. It’s important for children to feel included. Creating
an environment where having same-sex parents is normal is no
easy task. Leslea will talk about her inspiration to write the book,
and how we can make LGB families normal in our culture. She will
also discuss ways to handle tough questions, bullying and helping
your child feel included once you become a parent.

Leslea Newman is the author of the children’s book Heather Has
Two Mommies. It’s important for children to feel included. Creating
an environment where having same-sex parents is normal is no
easy task. Leslea will talk about her inspiration to write the book,
and how we can make LGB families normal in our culture. She will
also discuss ways to handle tough questions, bullying and helping
your child feel included once you become a parent.

10:00am

Exhibit Hall Open

10:00am

Exhibit Hall Open

10:00am

Exhibit Hall Open

11:00am

Adoption Process in the LGB Community
Roberto Olazagasti and Nancy Laxer,
Forever Families Through Adoption

11:00am

Adoption Process in the LGB Community
Roberto Olazagasti and Nancy Laxer,
Forever Families Through Adoption

11:00am

Adoption Process in the LGB Community
Roberto Olazagasti and Nancy Laxer,
Forever Families Through Adoption

Forever Families Through Adoption is a not-for-profit LGB-Friendly
Adoption Agency with a lot of experience placing families within
the LGB Community. During this presentation, Roberto Olazagasti
and Nancy Laxer will explain the process as well as strategies to
overcome obstacles. They will also provide tips on how to locate
same-sex-friendly adoption agencies

Forever Families Through Adoption is a not-for-profit LGB-Friendly
Adoption Agency with a lot of experience placing families within
the LGB Community. During this presentation, Roberto Olazagasti
and Nancy Laxer will explain the process as well as strategies to
overcome obstacles. They will also provide tips on how to locate
same-sex-friendly adoption agencies
12:00pm

104

Connection Lunch

12:00pm

Connection Lunch

Small plastic snaps hold
the badge together
when closed

Forever Families Through Adoption is a not-for-profit LGB-Friendly
Adoption Agency with a lot of experience placing families within
the LGB Community. During this presentation, Roberto Olazagasti
and Nancy Laxer will explain the process as well as strategies to
overcome obstacles. They will also provide tips on how to locate
same-sex-friendly adoption agencies
12:00pm

Connection Lunch

Friday, July 21st
3:00pm

Adoption Stories
⊲ Anne-Lies and Rosanne’s Adoption Story
⊲ Cory and Keith’s Adoption Story
⊲ Katie and Kathy’s IVF and Second-parent Adoption Story
⊲ Frank Lowe: Adoption, divorce, and single-parenting
Their unique adoption stories will inspire and educate you.

4:00pm

Exhibit Hall Open
(will close at 6pm)

7:00pm

Kinsocial Cocktail Party
After a refreshing break for exhibits and dinner, please join
us for an evening of connections, fun, and enjoyment.

6:00pm– Exhibit booth set-up
10:00pm Must vacate room by 10:00pm
Saturday, July 22nd
6:00am

Exhibitor arrival

7:30am

Attendee-ready deadline

8:00am

Exhibit Hall Open

4:00pm

Exhibit Hall Open

6:00pm

Exhibit Hall Closes

Kin Event Coordinators
Hillary Ledford
hledford@kin.com | 908.568.2940

Museum of the City of New York
1220 Fifth Ave at 103rd St.

Katherine King
kking@kin.com | 908.698.1497
Museum Event Coordinator
Samantha Fleck
sfleck@mcny.org | 917.492.3327
Museum Facilities
Morris Younge
myounge@mcny.org | 917.492.3345

Subway
Lexington Ave. train to 103rd St.
Central Park North/110th St.
Bus
M1, M2, M3, M4, M106
Citibike
Madison Ave and E 106th
MTA Alerts
Download MTA Weekender App

6:30pm– Exhibit booth breakdown
8:00pm Must vacate room by 8:00pm

8:00am

Check In/Breakfast/Exhibit Hall

8:00am

Check In/Breakfast/Exhibit Hall

• Smile! Attendees will approach the approachable.

9:00am

Tell Them It’s Okay: Educating the
Public on Same-sex Parent Families

9:00am

Tell Them It’s Okay: Educating the
Public on Same-sex Parent Families

• Be sensitive to the privacy of Kinnected attendees.

10:00am Exhibit Hall Open
11:00am Adoption Process in the LGB Community
12:00pm Connection Lunch
1:00pm

Your Rights in Child Adoption

1:45pm

Break

2:00pm Adoption and Finances
3:00pm Adoption Stories
4:00pm Exhibit Hall Open (will close at 6pm)
7:00pm

Kinsocial Cocktail Party

Agenda at a glance

Agenda

Booth Information

Agenda

Agenda at a glance

Agenda

Exhibitor Event Contacts

Mynameis Long

Mass Transit

Press

• We require that you are attendee-ready no later than 7:30am
on the day of the event, so make sure you allow enough time.

10:00am Exhibit Hall Open
11:00am Adoption Process in the LGB Community
12:00pm Connection Lunch
1:00pm

Your Rights in Child Adoption

1:45pm

Break

2:00pm Adoption and Finances
3:00pm Adoption Stories
4:00pm Exhibit Hall Open (will close at 6pm)
7:00pm

Kinsocial Cocktail Party

Helpful Tips

Staff

• Friday NYC rush hour: 4:00pm–6:30pm. It will be difficult to travel
with large items on the busses and subways during this time.
• Download the MTA Weekender App for mass transit alerts.
• Wear your badge at all times.
• You are welcome to attend any sessions but at least one
exhibitor must be at your booth at all times.
• You are responsible for all belongings. Kin and MCNY are not
liable for any lost or missing items.
• Most importantly, have fun and be helpful!
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Breakfast/Lunch

Breakfast/Lunch

Breakfast/Lunch

Welcome!
Kinnections begin here.
Please check in.

Breakfast/Lunch

Agenda
8:00am

Check In/Breakfast/Exhibit Hall

9:00am

Tell Them It’s Okay: Educating the
Public on Same-sex Parent Families

10:00am Exhibit Hall Open

12:00pm Connection Lunch
1:00pm

Your Rights in Child Adoption

1:45pm

Break

2:00pm

Adoption and Finances

3:00pm

Adoption Stories

4:00pm

Exhibit Hall Open (will close at 6pm)
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Kinsocial Cocktail Party
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MOTION GRAPHIC

PUBLICATION

https://vimeo.com/167205249

Kinnected
S’17

Dots are separated on bottom right.

FEATURED
CHECKLIST • P6

• Dots “ping pong” into their place on top of logo with light

inside
what•s

S’17

Guiding You
Home with Kin
Hillary Ledford

Are you ready
to adopt?

sound effects.

GET
KINNECTED

FEATURED
CHECKLIST

KINNECTED
CREATIVES

2

20

6

4

Guiding You
Home with Kin

LGB-Friendly
Adoption
Agencies

The Big 8: Are you
ready to adopt?

The Chosen Heart
by Teri Harrison

Bringing a child into your family is a beautiful and rewarding
experience. Kin is here to help to help you simplify your
journey and help you navigate through the adoption process.
Kin supports members of the LGB community in embarking on
informed, connected, and positive journeys through the adoption
process. This is accomplished through several means to make
the process as easy as possible.

Website Kin provides you with a website where you can access
reliable information relating to adoption agencies, and legal, finan-

right for you and your family goals.

10

16

18

An Overdue
Victory

Election 2016

Deep in the
Heart of Texas

Unconditional Love,
Untraditional Means

Jeremy and
Nole’s story

A journey through
pregnancy & adoption

Adoption without
marriage now.

LEGAL UPDATE • P10

cial, and support services. Guides that are based on your personal
needs will walk you through the process and explain the different
types of adoption available so that you can decide which path is

SUCCESS
STORIES

8

How the administration
can impact you, your
current, or future family.

Kinformation 2017 Kin’s annual event brings the website and
this publication to life. Kinformation 2017 attendees have access
to lasting connections with experts and attendees.
A large portion of this one-day conference in New York City is
comprised of sessions that will cover an array of topics specific
to the LGB adoption experience and process. Experts will discuss

A wonderful asset to this website is the sense of community with
Adoption Journeys pages and videos. You and your Kin Community

the adoption process, finances, your rights, and how to handle
unique social situations. Exhibitors include financial assistants,

can tell personal and unique adoption stories through video and
written word, and share family photos.

agencies, and organizations such as the Human Rights Campaign,
PFLAG, and the National Adoption Center.

Annual Magazine This annual magazine can provide you with
articles on current events related to the LGB community and
adoption. You can also read about resources, personal adoption
stories, and legal updates

Victory! You can be a legal
parent without marriage.

• Fades to white with sound of child laughing

Kin: Supporting LGB Adoptions is available to all who are considering the adoption process, are currently embarking on one, or those
who have been through the process before. Veterans of the process may have adopted, though some may not have. Kin’s services
and members can help you through your journey, no matter what
phase you are in. You are sure to feel empowered and inspired
to learn and teach others.

Ask yourself these
important questions.

WHAT’S
NEWS?

• Tagline fades in

Kin provides you
with navigational
tools that facilitate
simplicity through
all of the chaos.

Find simplicity through the chaos.

Photo credit [insert info here}

• Logo appears without tagline.

SUCCESS STORY • P14

Read Jenn and Stacey’s
unique adoption journey.

kinnections is a bi-annual magazine created
with information sourced for you, by kin.

2
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what’s news?

The Big The Big

An Overdue Victory
for Gay Parents and
Their Children

The Chosen Heart
by Teri Harrison

Longing for a child to love,

I’d wish upon the stars above.

In my heart I always knew,

○ 5 Do you have the social and community
resources around you that will help you
and them along the way?

Are you ready to adopt? Ask yourself
these 8 questions to help you decide.

A part of me was meant for you.
I think how happy we will be,
Once I adopt you, and you adopt me.
Imagining even the littlest things.

Does your community (i.e., LGBTQ resources, spiritual center,

Public child welfare agencies are government entities that

schools) offer events and groups that could be valuable to

provide a safety net for families. Each county and jurisdiction has

And tuck you in every night.

Adapted from the NY Times. By The Editorial Board, August 31, 2016

Will your friends and family embrace the new family unit?

○ 1 Public or Private Agency?

I dream of all the joy you’ll bring,
The way it will feel to hold you tight,

you and your child? Is there an active LGBTQ parent support

its own department of social services responsible for caring for

It took 25 years, but on Tuesday

group in the area?

with their first families are often available for adoption. Many

And childhood toys across the floor,

LGBTQ applicants are excellent prospects to parent youth in

And hours of games with make-believe friends.
The day you took my outstretched hand,
A journey ended, but our lives began.
Still mesmerized by your sweet face,

All agencies, public and private, will require you to complete
some counseling before and after you adopt. Do you welcome

stepparents, and gays and lesbians—who

the process. The advantages are the very low (or no) cost to

that support or do you view it as intrusive and unwelcome?

are raising children.

you support your new child.

I promised to give you a happy home,

Private agencies are licensed and regulated by the state they

And a loving family all your own.

reside in and are often non-profits. Many LGBTQ adults choose
to adopt through private adoption agencies, especially those

A house you’ve now made complete,

agencies with demonstrated sensitivity to LGBTQ applicants.

With laughter, smiles and tiny feet.

While these adoptions can be costly, applicants are often treated

A parent is one who guides the way,
Know I will be there everyday.
Rest easy as each night you sleep,

○ 3 Which child is right for me/us?
Think carefully about the type of child you feel most able to
parent. Please remember that adopting a child is primarily for

to let him have the spotlight? Would you consider adopting

I’d wish upon the stars above.

These investments include more than the monetary, such as

In my heart I always knew,

clothes, an allowance, or college. Will you provide unconditional

A part of me belonged to you.

love? Will you get interested in activities for which your child
shows aptitude? Can you be their educational advocate with
the school system? Will you lovingly establish and enforce
reasonable limits? Can you be open about being L/G/B? If you
are partnered or married, will both of you share these commitments? Answering yes to these means that you are probably
ready to make the necessary investments in the child.

to the kinds of children needing a safe, loving and permanent

particular, the Court of Appeals overturned
which held that a person in an unmarried

background, and so forth to see if you are likely to become

relationship could be considered a parent
to a child in that relationship—and thus be

parents. They are looking for your honesty and a good match

able to seek custody or visitation rights—

with a child in need of a loving home.

home? The more flexible you are, the greater the chances
of success for both you and your child!

only if he or she was the biological parent
or had adopted the child.

who were forbidden by law to marry in New

Have you separated from or lost a partner, moved across the

York until 2011 and forbidden to adopt until

country, experienced the death of someone close, lost your job,

1995, could spend years helping their partners rear a child and yet have no legal rights.

major new job duties? If so please let your significant life events

a petitioner in the current case, whose

want to adopt. Avoid adopting as a remedy for or as an add-on

have a hard time bonding with, and trusting new adults. Are

to another major life event. The adoption process is a major life

you ready for your new older child to have a very healthy

event and it is unwise to couple it with another life event.

rights to gay parents, the New York court
refused to overturn the Alison D. decision,
most recently in 2010. Since then, the rights
of same-sex couples have been expanded
considerably: In 2011, the New York
Legislature legalized same-sex marriage,

faced by children being raised by same-sex
couples who are subject to discrimination.
In affirming that legal rights associated with

a family, the court said, the earlier decision

parenthood do not hinge simply on biology

had traumatized children and “inflicted

or marital status, the Court of Appeals deci-

disproportionate hardship on the growing

sion stands as an important marker in the

number of nontraditional families.”

continuing struggle for equal rights.

Under the new rule, a partner in an
by proving that both partners had agreed
to conceive and raise a child together, as
Brooke and Elizabeth did. The court left
open the possibility that a partner could
seek parental rights even if he or she was
not involved in the decision to conceive, but
it did not decide that question on Tuesday.

That’s what happened to Brooke S.B.,

settle in for a while, then re-evaluate whether or not you still

Some children, especially those older than age 5 or so,

best interests of the child. By relying on
an outdated notion of what constitutes

conservative states expanded parental

and in 2015, the United States Supreme
Court followed suit, pointing to the stigma

unmarried couple may seek parental rights

Under the 1991 decision, gays and lesbians,

married your new love, suffered a significant illness or accepted

○ 4 Do you have the patience to wait for
your child to show you love?

of New York’s family law is to protect the

what it called a “needlessly narrow” ruling,

employers, family, medical and psychiatric history, and criminal
a good parent(s). The agency worker is not looking for perfect

○ 8 Have you had a major life event in the
past 12 months?

she had no legal standing as a parent.

court noted that the guiding principle

In an opinion that recognizes the rapidly

that you must adopt a girl, not a boy or vice versa? Are you
prepared to parent a straight teenager? Or are you pretty open

courts ruled against Brooke, because the
1991 decision, Alison D. v. Virginia M., meant

In overturning the Alison D. decision, the

expanding rights of same-sex couples in

The worker will evaluate you, your home, financial records,

the child’s benefit, not yours. If she has physical, emotional,
parent? If he has a high need for attention, are you prepared
a child who comes with a sister or brother? Are you adamant

including unmarried opposite-sex couples,

○ 7 Are you ready to be 100% honest and
transparent with the agency worker?

or mental challenges, will she eventually thrive with you as her

very well and can exercise some control over the type of infant
or youth they adopt.

○ 2 Do you have the necessary investments
child-rearing requires?

A lifetime of love is yours to keep.
Longing for a child to love,

in 2010, Elizabeth sought to block Brooke
from having contact with the boy. The

a ruling that denied parental rights to
many people in nontraditional families—

their care. The disadvantages of public agencies are the bureaucracies involved and the lengthy period it can take to complete
adopt and the occasional, short-term financial stipends to help

Still warmed inside by our first embrace.

B.” When the couple’s relationship ended

admitted the damage it did in 1991 with

○ 6 Are you prepared to complete pre- and
post-adoption placement counseling?

state, county and city public child welfare offices recognize that

The favorite stories read again and again,

Brooke’s last name and called her “Mama

New York State’s highest court finally

children and youth in foster care and those unable to be reunited

The drawings on the refrigerator door,

partner, Elizabeth A.C.C, had borne a boy
whom they raised together, who was given

The decision is unquestionably right,
and long overdue. Even as other, more

dose of skepticism about you and your commitment to them?
Are you prepared to wait for them to return your love?

Email submissions@kin.com if you would like
to submit a creative piece.
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what’s news?

How President Trump has
impacted LGBTQ rights
● Mary Emily O’Hara, NBC
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This Saturday marks
Donald Trump’s 100th
day as President of the
United States, but for some
Americans, his tenure feels much longer.
Trump’s first 100 days have been marked
by dozens of executive actions, heated
protest marches and even a Senate
investigation into election tampering.

“One hundred days of Trump translates into 100 days of erasure for the
LGBTQ community,” GLAAD President
Sarah Kate Ellis told NBC News. “From
the Census exclusion, to rescinding
Obama’s guidance for trans youth
in schools, and lack of any LGBTQ
mentions on the White House website,
he has spent the early days of his
administration trying to remove us
from the very fabric of this country,
and we must resist.”
But while some have characterized the
Trump administration as the most overtly
anti-LGBTQ in history, others see hints
of promise in Trump’s early statements
of support for LGBTQ rights. Joseph R.
Murray, the founder of LGBTrump on
Facebook, told NBC News that Trump’s
first 100 days “proves that he is an ally
to the LGBT community,” and said he
thinks the president will continue to
negotiate the issues.

“We must recognize that in a post-marriage-equality America, the rights of
LGBT Americans must be balanced
against the religious liberties of conservatives. This is how a civilized society
works,” Murray said. “I look for the president to protect LGBT Americans from
discrimination, while respecting the
religious liberties of other Americans,
and that is not a bad thing.”
Trump has received some flak for what
critics say is a lack of concrete action
in the first 100 days — for example, he
hasn’t gotten any major legislation
passed — but when it comes to
LGBTQ discourse, his impact has been
as loud as an air raid siren. NBC News
looks back at the early months of the
Trump administration as seen through
the eyes of lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender and queer Americans.
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January 21: LGBTQ content removed
from White House and Department
of State websites on the very first
day of Trump’s presidency. While
other federal websites still retained
some related content, it appeared
that LGBTQ references were the
only removals from the White House
and State Department sites. At the
time, Senator Ben Cardin told NBC
News that he found the scrubbing of
LGBTQ references “alarming.” On the
same day, the Women’s March brings
over half a million people to D.C. as
nearly 700 “sister marches” take place
around the globe.
January 25: Trump signs the “travel
ban.” The much-maligned executive
order temporarily halting all refugee
entry into the U.S., as well as entry
from nationals of seven Muslimmajority countries, caused protests
to erupt across the nation. But for

February 7: After weeks of fierce
opposition and an all-night speaking
session by Senate Democrats, Betsy
DeVos is confirmed as Trump’s
Education Secretary. The Senate is so
divided over DeVos, Vice President
Mike Pence takes the step of voting to
break the tie. LGBTQ advocates speak
out against DeVos, noting her family’s
past donations to anti-LGBTQ groups
like Focus on the Family.

LGBTQ refugees fleeing persecution,
the human rights group Outright
Action International said, the measure
amounted to a “death sentence.”
January 31: A leaked draft of an antiLGBTQ executive order causes panic
and a protest at the historic Stonewall
National Monument. The draft closely
resembles the First Amendment
Defense Act, a “religious freedom”
bill Trump pledged to sign during
his campaign that critics said would
legalize sweeping anti-LGBTQ discrimination. The White House immediately
denies that the order was under
consideration and issues a statement
reaffirming Trump’s stated commitment
to LGBTQ equality: “President Trump
continues to be respectful and supportive of LGBTQ rights, just as he was
throughout the election.” In the weeks
that follow, inside sources tell reporters
Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner personally intervened to keep the order
from being signed into law.
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February 8: The day after DeVos
is confirmed, the Senate narrowly
approves Jeff Sessions for Attorney
General in what National Center
for Transgender Equality Executive
Director Mara Keisling calls “a deeply
distressing day for civil rights.” Lambda
Legal Executive Director Rachel Tiven
calls Sessions “a lifelong opponent of
the civil rights of LGBT people, people
of color, women and immigrants.”

February 15: Southern Poverty Law
Center publishes “The Year in Hate
and Extremism” report, saying Trump’s
campaign helped inspire a surge of
new hate groups, including antiLGBTQ groups.
February 22: The Departments of
Education and Justice essentially
revoke the Obama administration’s
guidance on equal access to facilities for transgender students. In a
statement, the Trump administration
says the fate of transgender students
should be left to states and local
school districts. Not only does the
move upset LGBTQ advocates, it later
causes the Supreme Court to remand
the pivotal case of trans teen Gavin
Grimm — since lower court decisions
were based on the Obama guidance.

MARCH

March 16: The Department of State
sends two anti-LGBTQ groups to the
United Nations Commission on the
Status of Women — one of which is designated a “hate group” by the Southern
Poverty Law Center for its extremist
views. Advocates for both women’s
and LGBTQ rights slam the choice of
delegates, which are able to vote on
important U.N. policy statements.
March 20: The National Survey of
Older Americans Act Participants
(NSOAAP), which helps the federal
government decide where to send
funding each year, is released. But the
Trump administration’s 2017 survey has
one significant change from previous
years: Questions relating to sexual
orientation or gender identity have
been removed.

March 27: Trump signs an executive
order that revokes the Fair Pay and
Safe Workplaces Act. In doing so,
he removes the requirement that
companies prove they comply with 14
labor and civil rights laws in order to
receive federal contracts — leaving
LGBTQ workers especially vulnerable.
Overturning the order also revoked
vital protections for women workers
combating workplace sexual harassment or assault.
March 22: Trump appoints Roger
Severino to lead the Office of Civil
Rights at the Department of Health and
Human Services. LGBTQ advocates
find the move disturbing, as Severino
dismissed transgender equality as “the
radical left using government power to
coerce everyone, including children,
into pledging allegiance to a radical
new gender ideology,” among other
statements seen as anti-LGBTQ.

March 28: An initial draft of the
upcoming 2020 U.S. Census contains
questions measuring sexual orientation
and gender identity that advocates
fought to include — but the LGBTQ
questions quickly disappear from the
census later that day. The Department
of Commerce called the inclusion of
LGBTQ Americans an “error,” saying
there was “no federal data need” to
measure numbers of LGBTQ people.

We drove straight
through the night from
Dallas to Chattanooga
to be there for Emma
and the mom.

Both of us have brothers, and they provided the sperm:
Jenn’s brother gave his to Stacey, and Stacey’s brother gave
histo Jenn. This ensured that both babies would have blood
from both families. We all agreed that they would be very
special uncles to the children. It was the right choice for all
of us, and our brother’s were more than excited to be a part
of this incredible decisions and experience.

Unfortunately, Emma Kate was delivered
early due to complications and we ended
up missing the birth, but we were contacted
by the birth mom’s family of the change
in plans and why, we felt that the decision
was best also for the baby and the mom.
We drove straight through the evening and
night from Dallas, Texas to Chattanooga, TN
to be there for Emma and the mom. Seeing
Emma for the first time was the best feeling
ever! Adoption was truly changed both of
our day to day lives, but wow would l not
have it any other way. She brings so much
joy and laughter to our home each day!
Lifelong continued to maintain contact with
us even after we were placed with a birth
mom to still ensure we felt good with the
decision, at no point did I feel I was being
pressured but more and more ok with the
adoption process. We both have every
intention of making the journey once again
and adopt another baby in 18 months for
Emma to have either a brother or sister
to grow up with.

The entire process was extremely costly, and our decision led
to costs in two areas: getting pregnant, and obtaining legal
rights to the child who we did not give birth to. This made us
angry at times. We just couldn’t believe everything we had
to go through to not only have children; but also to be considered a parent in the eyes of the law. We would be raising
them, we were married—that should have been enough.
However, we knew that if there was ever an emergency, both
of us being legal guardians would be extremely important
for the sake of our children. We never like to even entertain
the thought that we might divorce one day but should that
happen, it would be a very tricky situation regarding custody.
Talk about a confusing and difficult court situation.

April 7: Neil Gorsuch is confirmed to Supreme Court on the
same day Trump nominates Mark Green for Army Secretary.
LGBTQ rights advocates remain wary of Gorsuch based
on his ruling record and conservative leanings, but they
ferociously oppose Green — who implied being transgender
is a “disease.” Green replaces previous Army Secretary Eric
Fanning, the first openly gay man to hold the post.
April 10: A ProPublica investigation reveals recently hired
Department of Agriculture employee James Renne helped
orchestrate an anti-gay purge of longtime LGBTQ government employees during the George W. Bush presidency.

April 14: The Justice Department withdraws its lawsuit against North Carolina
over House Bill 2, a controversial law
best known for restricting which bathroom transgender people could use.
The joint notice, dismissing both the
federal lawsuit and the state’s counter-suit, states that a battle is no longer
necessary after H.B. 2 was replaced
by a similar but slightly less controversial law in early April.
April 17: United States Ambassador
to the UN Nikki Haley condemns
an alleged anti-LGBTQ campaign
in Chechnya, where gay men
report being detained and tortured.
Responding to international pressure,
Haley urges Chechen and Russian
authorities to investigate and intervene. Her remarks are issued 10 days
after the State Department says it is
“increasingly concerned” about the
LGBTQ crisis in Chechnya.
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LGB-Friendly Agencies
See more at www.kinconnections.com

Family Focus Adoption Services
Little Neck, NY
P: 718.224.1919 • 1.866.855.1919
F: 718.225.8360
www.familyfocusadoption.org

We started the adoption process for Jenn, since Stacey gave
birth to Denise first. It required a homestudy, interviews, and
lots and lots of fees. Once Jenn gave birth to Brooke a few
months later, we did the whole thing all over again.

Services provided: Home studies, adoption from foster
care, infant domestic adoption, welfare training

On one hand, this was both annoying and offensive. Why
were we being given such a hard time to become legal
guardians of our child? However, going through this process
means that we will be legal guardians. It’s also important to
think about how necessary this process is. This is all about
the children and it would be devastating to know that a child
was adopted into a horrible family—people who wouldn’t
really take care of them.

Forever Families Through Adoption Inc.
Rye Brook, New York
P: 914.939.1180 • F: 914.939.1181
adopt@foreverfamiliesthroughadoption.org
www.foreverfamiliesthroughadoption.org
Services provided: Domestic adoption, International
adoption, resources, and home study services

We couldn’t be more grateful for all of the love and support
from our families and friends. We also may not have gotten
through this as smoothly without Kin in our lives. The support groups, resource centers, and journey pages are so
helpful. we felt like we weren’t alone—we felt like we were
connected to people who could help us. Now that we’ve
gone through the process, we want to pay it forward and
help others. That’s what this is all about—connecting, being
on a journey, being tenacious, and having the family you
always dreamed of.
Here we are. Thank you, Kin.

National Adoption Center
Philadelphia, PA
www.adopt.org
Services offered: The National Adoption Center expands adoption
opportunities for children living in foster care throughout the United

Jenn Duncan and Stacey Book

My wife and I discussed having children before we were
married. We really wanted one, maybe two, children. After
a year of trying to get pregnant, we were discussing our
options and adoption came up. So did the fact that we
both wanted to give birth. We decided that we would
both become pregnant through invitro fertilization. This
presented more questions than answers, and we were very
lucky to have stumbled upon Kin to help us during this time.

APRIL

April 5: The Department of Justice launches a Hate
Crime Subcommittee as part of a crime-fighting task force.
In a letter to U.S. Attorneys, Jeff Sessions says the Justice
Department will “protect the civil rights of all Americans”
and says it will “not tolerate threats of acts of violence” on
the basis of “religious beliefs or background”. The letter,
however, does not specifically refer to LGBTQ Americans,
who are more likely to be targets of hate crimes than any
other minority group.

resources

unconditional love,

untraditional means

Jeremy and Nole Bernstein

our adoption journey
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journeys

Deep in the
of Texas

I spoke with the birth mom the following week guided by Tisa to
ensure if there was a question about anything that she was there
to make sure the question was answered. Tisa was very professional during the phone call and made it truly feel that it was solely
between Jeremy and I, with the birth mom. We made arrangements
to meet the family in January 2012 in Nashville, TN. Jeremy and
I took the family out to eat and just have some personal time alone
with the family and discuss what part they were comfortable with
us being a part of during the delivery of the baby. The mom wanted
us to be as much as a part of the delivery as we wanted to, which
put us at ease and made us feel even more special!
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JANUARY

success stories

I was matched with my birth mom within less than a week of
signing up with Lifelong, wow was I shocked and several others
were also. All you hear is how long it takes to adopt, and none
of the great stories of success.
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January 20: Trump is sworn in as the
45th President of the United States.
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Adoption was a big part of our life; we had discussed adopting
several times as we were eager to have a family. But it seemed that
we did nothing but talk about it and not act on it. We always felt that
it was just something that was not affordable or achievable for a
homosexual couple. October of 2011, I finally got on the internet
and researched agency’s that would work with a gay couple relationship. Several agency’s came up when I googled them but none
had pictures of or success stories of gay couples that had successfully adopted until I ran across Lifelong Adoption Agency. Lifelong
was the only one that seemed affordable and was backed with
nothing but positive reviews by the BBB. I was again very nervous
about making the large step of my life by submitting the application
for information. I was contacted by Tisa Lamb the next day offering
her assistance and guidance, she made me feel so much more at
ease over the process and how they had successfully helped other
gay couples adopt. I processed the final document she needed
from me that night and from there on the process was seamless.
Tisa took care of everything for me and spent countless hours on
the phone with me ensuring that all my questions were answered.
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For many LGBTQ Americans, the early
days of Trump’s Republican administration have been fear-inducing. A series
of Cabinet appointments have been
roundly criticized by LGBTQ advocacy
groups. An early draft of a reported
executive order legalizing broad
discrimination against LGBTQ people
threw the community into a panic. The
dismantling of Obama-era protections
through executive orders came with
the simple stroke of a pen.
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FEBRUARY

First
One
Hundred
Days

Adoption Resources of Wisconsin
Milwaukee, WI
www.wiadopt.org
Services offered: foster care adoption

Adoptions Together
Silver Spring, MD
www.adoptionstogether.org

States, and is a resource to families and to agencies who seek the
permanency of caring homes for children

Penny Lane Centers
North Hills, CA
www.pennylane.org
Services offered: Independent adoption,
adoption through foster care

Southern California Foster Family
and Adoption Agency
Los Angeles, CA
www.scffaa.org
Services offered: adoption through foster care, Adoption Home
Study Services, Adoption Workshops, Post Placement Services
and Post Adoption Services to prospective adoptive parents going
through Independent Adoption process with attorney

Services offered: Domestic adoption,
International adoption, foster care adoption

Family Builders
Oakland, CA & San Francisco, CA
www.cakidsconnection.org

Recommended by Kin Community Members

Services offered: Foster care and adoption in California

Adoption Alliance
Denver, CO
www.adoptall.org
Services offered: Waiting Child adoptions, International adoptions,
and therapeutic foster care. Domestically, they also offer Kinship,
Designated, Second Parent and Custodial Adoption programs

This was the dream. We both took turns holding
her and immediately began bonding as a family.

Adoption Connection
San Francisco, CA
www.adoptionconnection.org
Services offered: Stepparent adoption program, domestic
adoption program, international adoption program

Adoptions From The Heart
Wynnewood, PA
www.afth.org
Services offered: Domestic adoption, International

Independent Adoption Center
San Francisco Bay Area, CA • Los Angeles, CA •
Atlanta, GA • Indianapolis, IN • Raleigh, NC •
Houston, TX
P: 1.800.877.OPEN
www.adoptionhelp.org
Services offered: Largest and one of the oldest fully open adoption
agencies in the country and it has been instrumental in pioneering
open adoption

Los Angeles County Department
of Children & Family Services
Pasadena, CA
www.dcfs.lacounty.gov/adoptions
Services offered: Adoptions from Foster Care

Kinship Center
Salinas, California
(additional locations throughout CA)
www.kinshipcenter.org
Services offered: adoption, foster care, and
adoption education

Open Adoption & Family Services
Portland and Eugene, OR • Seattle, WA
www.openadopt.org
Services offered: Open adoption for gay and
lesbian families

Adoption Advocates
Austin, TX
www.adoptionadvocates.net

Heartsent Adoptions, Inc.
Orinda, CA • Pasadena, CA
P: 626.793.8333 • F: 626.793.2738
laadoptions@heartsent.org
www.heartsent.org
Services offered: Domestic adoptions to California
same-sex couples

Adoption Advocates International
709 South Peabody
Port Angeles, WA 98362
P: 360.452.4777
F: 360.452.1107
www.adoptionadvocates.org
Services offered: International and domestic adoption

Services offered: Open adoption

adoption home study, private adoption assistance
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Adoption Journey Stories

Adoption Journeys “My Page”

MAIN NAVIGATION SHOWN

SUB-NAVIGATION SHOWN
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Adoption Journeys: Jay and Dom

ABOUT US

PHOTOS

JOURNEY VIDEO

EXPANDABLE BLOG
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Resource Center

QUICK GUIDES SUBMENU

FIND RESOURCES SUBMENU
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Resource Center: Quick Guides
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Resource Center: Expandable Find Help Tool

Resource Center: Interactive Legal Map

A POP-UP APPEARS WHEN HOVERING OVER THE DIFFERENT STATES. EACH BUBBLE CONTAINS INFORMATION THAT PERTAINS SPECIFICALLY TO THAT STATE.
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Fun and Learning Center
KINNECTIONS EVENT
KINNECTED MAGAZINE
DOWNLOADS
F&Q
FAMILY FUN TIME!
LGB FAMILIES IN MEDIA

KINNECTIONS 2016 SUBMENU
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FAMILY FUN TIME! SUBMENU
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Kinnected ‘17 Event Information

REGISTRATION FORM

F&Q Forum
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MAIN PAGE
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SUBMIT A QUESTION
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Thank You

Hillary in Color
SEE THE WORLD DIFFERENTLY

WHY DESIGN?

I was always one of those creative kids. The kind of kid who

I always knew that I wanted a career in the arts. In high school

didn’t quite fit the mold— the one who believed she could fly if

I became very involved in our fashion program, co-wrote the

she practiced enough. During recess, my favorite thing to do

second level curriculum with the instructor, and won my first art

was create color palettes in chalk by grinding it into powder on

award for a gown design. I play and write music for piano and

the sidewalk.

guitar, and I dance until my feet can’t move anymore. Art and

I have always believed that my world could be anything I wanted
it to be and I see our it in all of the colors, shapes, patterns, and

creativity are the air that breathe life into me.
During my advertising internship in college, I fell in love with

dimensions that make it everything that it is. I have absorbed

graphic design. I spent time with the designer, learning about

and embraced 31 years of wonder, and I’m so lucky for that.

Quark, hierarchy, color, and design’s purpose and importance
as a whole. When I was deciding what to get my master’s

AGAINST THE ODDS

degree in, the answer seemed obvious: an MFA in graphic
design. I taught myself how to use Adobe Creative Suite, and

The struggle was real, and the struggle was worth it. School was

in one week put together a portfolio that I’m proud to say was

always difficult for me. Since birth, I have dealt with numerous

my starting point. I found Academy of Art University and after

medical issues that made school a challenge. I was told by my

speaking with a staff member, decided to apply.

grade school teachers to look at trade schools, and not bother
applying to college. I was told to lower the expectations that
I have for myself because it would be too difficult to reach my
goals. Rather than accepting this as my truth, I made lemonade
out of all of the lemons presented to me. I earned a BA in Interpersonal Communication and gave myself two years to decide
what I wanted to get my Master’s degree in.

HOW TO FLY
(THERE’S THAT CRAZY LEDFORD KID, AGAIN.
1. Locate a front porch.
2. Put on a cape. It doesn’t have to be a real cape.
3. Put on a headpiece, such as a crown, hat, or
strainer
4. Find a hula hoop. Put this around your waist.
5. Find a jump rope. Hold this in your hand.
6. Swing the jump rope above your head, and while
hula hooping, jump off of porch.
Disclaimer: This may not result in actual flying. If you
believe with all your might, anything is possible

I’m so glad that I did. I have learned so much here, and through
working with other designers who attended different schools,
I have discovered that the education I received was unmatched.
This program has equipped me to apply what I have learned
and to continue learning after graduation because we are never
really done doing that.
Unconditional love for graphic design and how it applies to the
world around us, and a yearning to give my craft to other’s has
been my driving force behind completing my studies. I have
worked full time through it all, slept very little, and gave myself
more pep talks than a baseball coach.
Put on your seatbelts: here we go!
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1984
Born
New York

2000
Took first fashion
design course

2001
Received gown
design award
Co-wrote Level 2
Fashion Course

2003
Graduated High School
Entered University of
Hartford, Interpersonal
Communication

2006
Advertising Internship
Discovered love for
graphic design

2007
Graduated with BA,
University of Hartford

2008
Began job as
conference
coordinator, ExL
Pharma, NYC

2009
Enrolled,
Academy of
Art University

2010
Transitioned to
graphic designer
role at ExL Pharma
Began Freelancing

2011
Began job as
print designer at
NYU Langone
Medical Center

2017
Finished Thesis
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